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EDITORIAL 

The two highlights of this issue are Miranda Pricker's interview 
with the influential US philosopher, Naomi Scheman, and Irene 
Gedalof's thoughtful review essay of some of the most important 
and recent feminist engagements with Foucault. Since Scheman's 
own feminist philosophy is profoundly influenced by 
Wittgenstein and Gedalof is herself in debt to Foucault for her 
perspective on theory, there would seem at first sight to be little 
in common between these two opening pieces. Foucault and 
Wittgenstein, it would seem, belong to different philosophical 
traditions. 

Look carefully enough, however, at the Wittgenstein des
cribed by Scheman and any apparent incommensurability simply 
disappears. This is particular evident when focussing on 
Foucault's recently-posthumously-published writings on 
ethics in which the notion of a 'form of life' plays a key role. Like 
the Wittgenstein sketched here by Scheman, the question of what 
might be a homosexual form of life seems important to Foucault's 
thinking. 

But if the two philosophers can be compared, their conclu
sions cannot be aligned. On the one hand, Wittgenstein-as 
depicted by Scheman-is a philosopher who feels profoundly 
'not at home' in the world (l 7). However, although he was 
unable to identify with the culture that he found himself living 
in, he was also unable to imagine any particular alternative that 
might be better. The 'form of life' that provided the structures 
and the intelligibility of his localized world was one in which 
there was no place for an ethics that was politically based. 

Foucault also is often 'not at home' in his environment. As 
we learn often in the live interviews that he gave, he felt alienated 
above all from the French cultural, and provincial milieu in 
which he was reared. However, Foucault escaped from France: 
not only geographically-to Tunisia, Sweden, Poland and the 
USA-but also historically. Indeed, his engagement with the past 
histories of Europe and its institutions is focussed always on 
finding the 'singular' that escapes the universal, and the alien or 
the foreign that is concealed within the apparently familiar or every
day. By showing that the 'homely' is, after all, nor so familiar, 



Review 

and thac it has behind it a history that is capable of shocking us 
out of our complacencies, Foucault provides himself (and us) 

with a lever for political change. 
Scheman talks movingly of the sense 'sadness' that emanates 

from the work of the late Wicrgenstein. This is the sadness of a 
philosopher who emphasized that who and what one is can only 
be intelligible within a form of life, but who then could not 
'envision a world in which he might be able to move around 
wichout consulring maps made by other people' (18). 
Wittgenstein's work evokes a community: there is in the later 
work, afrer all, no possibility of a private language. The 'we' 
comes first: the T learns what it is through being immersed in 

the language of others. 
It is ironic, therefore, that the Wittgensteinian self seems so 

desolate. Scheman's Wittgenstein seems like a man looking at the 
'beetle in the box' of his private sensations and mourning the fact 
that there is no language that is not a common language with 
which rn describe what he sees. Maybe it was because the reverse 
of perspective was too new and too radical. Wittgenstein evokes 
a community, hue he seems to position himself always on some 
internal margin, both alienated and 'other'. Like Sophocles' 
Antigone (at least in Hegel's version which purports to describe 
'woman'), Wirtgenstein is 'the eternal irony in the community'. 
The playful language games and jokes do not stop him being also 

the enemy within. 
For Foucault, by contrast, there is both more individualism 

and yet also more emphasis on the illusory, fragile or historically 
contingent nature of the ego as we imagine it. Since the commu
nity is less of a 'given' for Foucault Ehan for Wittgenstein, there 
is also more possibility of working to change the individual via 

changing the community. 
For Foucault 'a way of life can yield a culture and an ethics' 

in a way that is both singular, yet not isolating. He goes on in 
this passage from Ethics: The Essential Works, Vol. 1 (Allen Lane, 
1997, 138) to argue that to be 'gay' is 'not to identify with the 
psychological traits and the visible masks of the homosexual but 
to try to define and develop a way of life'. As such, Foucault 
advocates not asceticism but 'ascesis': 'the work that one per
forms on oneself to make the self appear which, happily, one 
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~ever attains' (137). And Foucault imagines a homosexual asce
~1s: a' manner of working on the self and inventing (not discover
rng? a manner of being' that is still improbable. It is this imagi
nat10n of other as-yet-unthought and unrealized alrernatives that 
makes Foucault's life seem less tragic that Wittgenstein's-despite 
the fact that Foucault died of AIDs in 1984. 
. .As we move into the 21st century, Foucault's inventive imag
mat1on of other 'forms of life' provides a beacon of hope. 
Althoug~ .F_oucault died in 1984, it is his optimism that is more 
charactenstlc of the fin de millennium, rather than the fin-de-siecle 
melancholy that seems to hang over Wittgenstein's work. What 
h2:1' b:en _ I:ft behind is Wittgenstein's sense of profound alien
ation Ill living as a homosexual and Jewish 'abnormal' in che peri
od ~etween the t"."'o European wars. Present-day modes of 'other
nes~ . are not easier-are often, indeed, still fatal-but are less 
p~lm~aHy trapped in the pessimism of thinking community as a 
g~ven. For Foucault traditions are historically contingent: soci

eties and ages (and also languages and discourses) are also non
homogeneou~. The 'o:her' is not an Antigone, on the margins of 
the community, but 1s a singular that is everywhere present if 
on!~ we look. As such, traditions, communities and cultures are 
sub1ect to alteration. This makes che task of ascesis one that is 
open to political change. 

It ';ould _be a mistake to suggest, however, that an engage
me.nt WH~ Wittgensteinian language games or forms of life is 
phil?s.oph1cally outdated. Wittgenstein provides a framework for 
femtnts~s to start analyzing the 'games' that philosophers (and 
non-philos~phers) play. His analysis also helps us imagine differ
ent (less _alienated) ways of sharing a language and of being in a 
comm~nity. ,,,The conversation between Miranda Fricker and 
N~omJ Sch.eman makes this very clear as together they draw on 
W1ttg:nstem, and a_s ,toget~er they explore just what sharing a 
commitment to fem1mst philosophy entails ... 

Christine Battersby 
University of Warwick 
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Women/Philosophy-In Conversation 
no 6 in a series of WPR Conversations 

PHILOSOPHICAL DIASPORA 
An Interview with Naomi Scheman 

Miranda Fricker 

One of the themes central to your work is t~e con-

f . l · d · t In 'Queerrng the structed nature o soc1a 1 entl y. . d 
C ter by Centedna the Queer' (1997) I was rntereste 
P:~icularly in the "bit where you're talking, about. th: 
idea of being 'bom into' being a Jew, o: born rnto 

b . woman I think that phrase is meant to 
emg a · 'd · hile 

acknowledge a certain passive relation ro 1 entity,_ w 
avoiding any kind of essen~iali;n_i· You ~rese~t lt as a 
'genealogical' and a 'histoncal idea, this being ?om 
inrn an identity, but I want to ask you :"'het~er youd. be 

h ' ich the claim that it's also a biological relation 
app} w 1. l 1) and so 

of sorts (genealogical in the . ire:a sense. ' -

h ther ou'd be happy with berng interpreted as offe.r 
w e Y · h ay certain . on essentializing constructton on t e w 
ing an - . . . bl ? 
social identities are biolog1cally henta e. 

W ll biology is going to be relevant in all kin~s of 
e ' d a number of feminist theorists have wncten 

ways, an · i· h s 
h . h1'ch the flight from essenna ism a about t e ways rn w f 

driven us away, not only from biology, but even ro~ 
the body more generally, and I agree that sue 

roaches are really problematic. There are a couple of 
app . which something that falls in the category ~f 
~a;sb::logical is relevant to the identitie~ discussed ~n 

C . l being born to Jewish parents ts, that paper. ertam y, . . . 
' f biology and it raises rnteresnng lets say, a matter o ' d b J . h 

b d . A baby adopte y a ew1s quesdons a out a opt10n. b f 
family would be brought up Jev.:ish, :nd a~ a mern er :f 
that family, but certainly a child b10logically born 
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Jewish parents, or even of a Jewish mother, who was 
adopted by non-Jewish parents, could discover that they 
were Jewish. And that makes sense to us in a way that 
discovering one is Christian just doesn't parse, ir just 
doesn't make sense. So there is the genealogical and his
torical notion of Jewish identity which-although not 
in one's genes in the sense that one could discover a 
gene for it or anything like that-is carried by biologi
cal parentage, though, of course, not only in that way. 

So, for someone who wants to take the category of the 
'real' seriously, in various different ways (let's say, for 
now, in connection wirh social identity, rather than in 
connection with psychological states, which maybe we'll 
come to later) I guess there's a lot to say about the dif
ferent things which can be meant by 'social construc
tion'. IfI understand you rightly, there's a kind of social 
construction that wiH be properly understood as expli
cating the notion of the real, of what's really there in an 
ordinary sense. I mean, social identities are real
right?-the way other socially constructed entities 
(Universities, for example) can be real. Perhaps those 
sorts of entities are socially constructed through espe
cially well-entrenched and historically stable discourses, 
whereas other constructions are less discursively, and so 
less ontologically, stable. Does that tally with your 
approach to the realness of social identity? 

Yes, I think so. I think it's important to have a notion 
;of reality that's context-dependent, and that isn't all or 

nothing. Thar seems to me to be extremely important
that things can be, as it were, more or less real. And 
more or less real in different contexts and for different 
purposes. I've learned a lot from the work that Michael 
Root has been doing, arguing for real social kinds, 
although we differ in a number of ways (Root 2000a 
and 2000b). He's more inclined ro chink that although 
the realness of kinds is relative to a time and place, 
there is one right answer that the social scienrist doing 
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proper social science would come up with about the 
realness, say, of race in a particular time and place. But 
I want context-dependency to come in at an additional 
level so that these questions get asked: 'Who wants to 
know, and why do they want to know?' 'What's going w 
be done with rnking •his m be real?' 'Real for what pur-

poses?' 

I see, and is the requiremem that we ask those questions 
basically anti-ideological? I mean, is it that we need to 

keep claims about the real in check to make sure they 
are not in the service of power relations in some unjust 
way, so that insisting on the questions is basically a 

methodological safeguard? 

I think that's certainly a large part of it. It seems quite 
like the caveats that Marx and Engels give us about the 
word 'natural'. When you see it you ought to throw 
down a red flag (advice that they notoriously failed to 
take when it came to sex and gender!). So, yes, very 
often 'real' is being used to mean 'out of our hands', 
and even if it doesn't mean out-of-our-collective-social
practice-hands, it can sdll be taken to mean out of the 
hands of me-the-one-who's-making-the-claim-about-

realiry. 

But in order to satisfy realist or materialist intuitions 
'real' has got to mean 'out of the hands of the individ.-

ual' in some sense, hasn't it? 

Well, right, but there's a difference there. It is out of the 
hands of the individual in that we can't just make it up. 
But the practices by which I describe reality are con· 
nected to the practices that constitute reality. And in 
fact that's something that Michael Root is coming 
increasingly rn recognize in his work. That is, that 
social scienrists using the concept of race, for example, 
are engaging in a practice that helps to reify the concept 
•hat they're using, even if they think that ultimately it 
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oug~t to go away. So ~ think that this is really impor
tant .. that when I describe something as real, it isn't just 
~hat m orde~ to do so I must be sufficiently enmeshed 
m the practices to understand the language and so on, 
~~t rather tha.t my doing it is a doing in the world. So 
Lt s our complicity that I want to get at. 

That's a really inreresting distinction between-1·f I 
· h' can 

put It .r is way, but tell me if it's somehow distortive-
those Interpretative moves which do constructing work 
and those which simply do describing work. But I'm 
not s~re. wh.at. kind. of distinction it is exactly. One 
doesn t fmd It m Wittgenstein I think d . h · I . • , an nor 1n t e 
soc1a philosophy literature. I'm thinking here of th 
:-vork of Peter _'Jlfinch, for instance (Winch 1958). We'v: 
~ust got these mter~retative practices that we're engaged 
m, and through which the social world is constructed
so long ;s ":e'~e app.lying our concepts cornpetendy. Full 
s~op'. Its d1ff1cult immediately to see where your dis-
tmct10n between constructing work and d .b. 

k
. . escn mg 

wor is gomg to come in. 

~el~, I really wane to focus on the doing part of this. If 
I m m a culture that's quite different from my own, and 
I wander around for a bit, not interacting very much, 
a~d th~n I go away, and write out my description, then 
~1ther Lt. will have some effect on the people I'm describ-
1~g, or lt won't. The distinction rests on real, material 
differences. So, for example, increasingly when western 
anthr.o~ologists go into other cultures and do this 
descr:b1~g work, there isn't any firewall to stop the 
descnpttons ~oing back. So even for chose descriptions 
that seem quit~ remote, quite detached, done by some
body,who has~ t had any role in the constructing work, 
theres no telhng-1 mean it's an open em . . 1 . p1nca ques-
tmn-when those descriptions enter into construction. 

. Now so.me of the things that are socially construct
ed m. our lives are constructed very, very deep, from 
practices we are barely aware of and which have gone on 
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with very little change for a long time. In such cases the 
description seems utterly on the surface-I mean, 
maybe we're using concepcs which we know we made up 
yesterday. So our descriptive practices look, and often 
are considerably shallower and less entrenched than the 
co~structive practices. But these are empirical, material 
questions, concerning who is doing what, and what the 
effects are of what they're doing, and what actually hap
pens. Something that is purely descriptive now can end 
up many years later being construcnve because of some

thing we never could have foreseen. 

I see. That seems like a very clear distinction: between 
a description's having and not having a causal impac~ on 
local constructive practices. It reminds me that the idea 

0
f being a panicipant in a pra~tice ha~ diff~rent ele

ments. One is the causal relation you ve picked o~, 
which is, as you say, a material matter. But th:re s 
another aspect to being a participan: that o~e m1g,ht 
find especially in ethical interpretative pracuces. I m 

thinking of the question: To what extent does a speaker 
identify with the concepts she's . us.ing? B~rnard 
Williams, for instance, discusses this m rdat10n to 

'thick' ethical concepts (Williams 1985). Even though 
we can carry on using concepts which reflection has led 
us to disown-concepts such as 'chastity' or 'chivalry', 
for example-when we use rhem, we do so in inverted_ 
commas. We're going in for a piece of, as it we~e, cog
nitive tourism. Now identification isn't a material mat
ter, but a psychological one. Does that make sense ~o 
you that identification is typically another element in 

wh:t it takes w be a participant in a constructive practice? 

I think it makes a lot of sense. And I like the way 
you put it in terms of cognitive tourism, because that 
really does suggest many of the q~estions 1 :want us to 
keep in mind. Very ofi:en, as rounsts, we think of o~r
selves as having no material effect on th~ pla~es we re 
touring, when in fact we do. Also, sornetunes mterpre-
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tatively speaking we're not as detached as we think. 
Inverted co:nmas are sometimes called shudder quotes, 
and sometimes shudders start permeating, so that 
moods of ironic detachment become part of the cultural 
seen~, an~ nobody seems quite to be meaning the words 
they re usmg. When that happens, I think we ofren use 
terms with a sense of being quite certain that we don't 
really mean them, and yet we may be fooling ourselves 
about that. It might be that we're actually meaning 
those words more whole-heartedly than we think. 

Absolutely. It's interesting that we talk about 'shudd , er 
quotes -or here people often call them 'scare quotes'-

Yes, in the US too. 

-Borh of those are fearful terms, as if the word must 
mean something bad. But although one reason quote 
~arks can be appropriate is to signify fuli-an critical 
disown~ent, there are other ways in which they can be 
appropriate where there's no critical attitude at all. 
Espe~ially in a multicultural society, there wiil be many 
occasions where someone might want to use a ward 
while acknowledging that it's not quite their own. In 
fact, mere age differences are enough to generate this 
phenomena~: as when parents might use teenagers' 
terms for thmgs when talking to their teenage children, 
but somehow signal~ng that they're not quite speaking 
as themselves, on patn of sounding ridiculous. 

This als~ gets ba':k to the point that I was making in the 
~omp~nion. to Wittgenstein piece about the diverse ways 
m which different people inhabit the same form of life 
(Sch:man } 996b). The ironist, for example, is not a 
n~n~mhabt~ant of that form of life. She's inhabiting it 
d1s_tmctly differently, but she is inhabiting it. And also, 
as 1.n my :uggesdon of how there can be a growing sense 
of irony .m ~ cultu~e'. there can be many, many people 
who are tronic participants in a form of life. \Vhen that 
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happens, the form of life is going to be different as a 

result. 

You have recently argued for what one might call a 
social constructivist view in the philosophy of mind, so 
that even desires can turn out to be established through 
shared interpretative practices (Scheman 2000). You 
make use of Witrgenstein's wonderful example of love, 
where the question of whether or not someone now 
loves another is settled in the future, depending on sub
sequent actions and interpretations. I'm wondering how 
much the retrospective relation in quesrion is a gen
uinely constitutive one, rather than only a justificatory 

one. 

Okay. Usually when faced with that distinction I want 
to problematize it or reject it altogether. But in this case 
I want to say that if what's going on is merely that only 
in the future would I be justified in saying that back 
then it was love, I would want to resist that, because it 
encourages the idea that it already really was love, even 
though nobody was in a position to know that ir was. 

Now that's going to be true of lots of things which 
we wouldn't think of as socially constructed. There 
either is or is not a certain kind of formation on the 
back side of the moon, for example. Nobody is curre1:'H
ly justified in saying it's one way or the other, but when 
we get there we will be able rn. And I want to say, no it's 
not like that. That is, what is going on between two 
people at a certain time has a number of possible histo
ries, and unless you're going to be a hardcore determin
ist, there are lots of ways to go. Some of those ways are 
matters for decision. That is, people can decide whether 
these feelings are socially inappropriate or otherwise 
problematic, so that I'm going to pathologiz.e them, try 
to disrance myself from them, or in some other way try 

to pull myself back from them. Or not. 
I mean there are all kinds of things which can hap

pen which are more or less matters of our own decision. 
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Or sometimes, of course k 
those decisions do ' , wke mha e. those decisions but 
h n t war -t at s notorious! h 

appens. In any event all of th. . y w at 
very open d h '. is, at this early stage is 
pens. And s: n;we:~1me goes by and something h~p
that whole . en we look back and we look at 
love. Wher!i:t:~dne,rlt canb fehjust true to say that it was 
. one o t ese alte n · 1:i.· • • 
JUSt wouldn't b B r atrve ts tones tt 

e true. ut up to · . same thi h a certam pomt the very 
ngs ave gone on-all of h l 

been in all of th I t e mo ecules have 
e same p aces. 

That's very interesting I me · 
example of how th h. an I.t seems to me to be an 

e ermeneuncal nature f 
chological states points us to anti-indi id °r our Jsy
take on anti-indi . d I' . v ua ism. iour 
Camb "d C v1 u~ ism m your recent paper in The 

rt ge ompamon to Ftminis . ' . 
(Scheman 2000) d . . m in Pmlosophy 

an ' mterestmgly enough i·n th t 
very earl · · . ' a very, 

h y 'piece t.n Discovering Reality (Scheman I 983) 
w ere you re talkmg about the s . ame issues-

Yes, I've been trying to k h . 

P
hil h . ma e t at piece make sense to 

osop ers ever smce! 

-Ahal Well I c . • suppose wr many people it's 
counter-intuitive that h h . very 
should d d b h w at psyc ologtcal states we're in 

epen ot on other pe I ( ll · . 
pretative practices) and also on :: eh co ecuve mter-
things pan out in the fi t I at appens, on how 

u ure. t generates · d. 
P

lacement-b h I I a cunous 1s-ot atera ly acr · l 
ca:lly through his tor - f h oss soc:a. space and verti-
thou h . y o w ar we ongmally might have 
ual. g t of as a lmle nugget in the head of the individ-

Exactly. So supervenience becomes rather 
because you can't even restrict it to the entire e~pty, 
up to now. universe 

Yes, it becomes especially unclear 
l 

what the subvenient 
e ement can possibly be. 
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Right. This gets at what I think is one of the largest 
ways of thinking about what I've been doing, and it 
goes back to the general question of what we mean by 
social construction. One of the things I think is really 
useful about spending rime doing things like theorizing 
transsexuality or being a secular Jew-doing things 
which are nowhere near the ordinary subject matter of 
analytic philosophy, but off in women's studies, or 
queer theory or post-colonial studies-is that what 
you're thinking about are various politicized matters of 
life and death subject-positions. What I want to say is, 
talk of social consrructedness only makes sense, only 
shows up, when someone needs rn object to the con
struction, when it rubs someone the wrong way. 

What implications does that have for any contrast you 
might want to hold on co between social facts, which 
are constructed, and natural facts, which are not, or not 

in che same way? 

Okay. What you seem ro asking is: 'Is there an ontolog
ical distinction between the constructedness of the 
social world and the constructedness of the physical 
world?' What I want to suggest is that there are two 
senses of constructed. One is the material-physical, 
which involves the moving around of bodies in space. 
The other is the discursive. But when people talk about 
the discursive they often fail to attend sufficiently to 
the way that constructing the family, or the university, 
or a kinship system, requires bodies being in certain 
forms of contiguity with other bodies, or the actual 
construction of houses for people to live in, or of build
ings for there to be seminar rooms in, and so on. There's 
really a mesh of material construcrion and interpreta-

tive construction. 
Well, I think there's something analogous in the 

constructedness of the physical world. That is, as we 
know the physical world, as we move around in it and 
learn about it, we interact with it physically, we move 
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~its and pieces of it around as we take some chunk of it 
into the laboratory or bombard it with electrons or 
':hatever. So, what I want to say about the interpr~ta
nve pra.cti~es which structure the physical world is that 
at the lu~n they are Kantian, in the sense that we can-
not describe them, and the attempt to d h r . 0 so pus es at 
1m1ts beyon~ which we can't go. We can only acknowl-

edge someth1~g as .a c~nstr~ction by saying something 
of the form', I object' or this hurts', or 'this doesn't 
work for me. 

And that's what we lack in relation to what Kant calls 
the categories? 

Rig,ht, exactly. And when we're at that stage, then we 
cant talk. about them, we can't see ourselves doing any 
construct1ng. 

So conflicts can arise between different theories about 
the n~tural world, but there would come a point where 
conflict could no longer arise, and that point presum
ab~y ~oul~n't fall much short of Kantian categories
t?1nkmg '? causal terms, or in terms of the passage of 
ti.me, for instance. So when the possibility of critical 
d1;~gre~ment runs out, that's when we hit some kind of 
a given? 

Yes, ~xcept that I want us always to be humble about 
knowmg wh.en we've reached that point, and remain 

/ open to ~avmg somebody dissent. People-even quite 
co.nservauve people-say, yes we need to open up the 
~C!e~ces to people who've been excluded as a matter of 
Jusuce, b~t o_f course it won't change the content of any 
~f that s~rence. And I want to say, well, yes, I grant you 
It seems m many cases unlikely that it would but ho 
d k ;>V > • ' W o you now. iou re not m a position ro tell. So let's do 
what we. have to do as a matter of social justice, and 
th~n wart and let the epistemological and ontological 
chips fall where they may. We won't know until we try. 
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No telling in advance ... 

Exactly. Now when we catch ourselves doing the con
structing, the constructing no longer really works. But 
what is that 'catching ourselves'? Well, as long as the 
constructing remains substantively empty-Kantian
you can't really catch yourself, nor can someone else 

catch you out at using the categories. 

To catch oneself out, or to be caught out, is presumably 
for the thought to arise that there's an alternative, a bet
ter, way of going on. If I can put it in terms of concept 
application, the moment of being caught out is a 
moment where one's own concepts are put into question 
by the availability of some (perhaps half-formed) alter
native. And the Kantian idea can be construed in terms 
of the unintelligibility of someone objecting to our 
using, say, causal concepts, or concepts of time. Being 
'caught out' is essemially a critical moment. 

Exactly, and that's why in doing feminist theory, post
colonial theory, and so on, you get to bring it back to 

the core questions of modern philosophy: realism, 
objectivity and so on-the core epistemological and 
ontological questions. This is why l think the answer to 

the question posed in The Cambridge Companion to 
Feminism in Philosophy that you and Jen have done is 
such an important one: What is the relevance of femi
nism or feminist cheory for philosophy more canonical
ly conceived? And an exciting nub of an answer to that 
is chat we have ways of addressing the basic questions 
when we see how they look from the perspectives of 
people for whom what we do is uncomfortable, or hurt-

ful, or ... 

... exclusive? 

Yes, 
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I can .see a wonderful, whole methodological picture 
emerg1~g here! Supposing one starts out in the academy 
as a philosophy srudent, one might find it intellectual
ly illuminating i:o leave-to go off ro different intellec
tual countries where (in particular) questions of differ
enc~ are more alive and taken more seriously than they 
are m the analytic tradition-and then come back and 
see. how different the concerns of philosophy look. It's 
as ~f one has to go away to gain a sense of how analytic 
philosophy has been socially construcced-how it per
hap: excludes some people, to see that we didn't have to 
ask JUSt these questions or in these ways, and that there 
are oth~r, perhaps ~ore inclusive ways, of going about 
ou~ business as phdosophers. It's as if we have to quit 
philo~o~hy now and then in order to generate rhe criti
cal fnctton that makes it possible to catch ourselves out. 

Yes, that's a lovely reflexive application of what I was 
saying. A.nalytic ph~l~sophy has naturalized itself (in 
the Marxist sense-Its presented itself as ahistorical); 
we have to find ways of challenging the naturalization. 

I'd like to bring up Wittgenstein again here, because 
you've us:'d his philosophy in working out ways rhat 
constructive conceptual practices can be exclusive and 
!'m interested in your attitude towards your role ~s an 
mterpreter of his work. What constraints do you take 
~here to be on you as someone who wants to use his 
ideas for politicized intellectual purposes which the his
t?orical Wittgenstein would not, perhaps, have recog
nized as his own? 

I :hink there's no 'perhaps' there-we can be quite cer
tam [hat he wouldn't have liked them at all! In fact it 
would be very, very hard to do the sort of work that I 
and others are doing if Wittgenstein were still alive . 

Wittgenstein was so profoundly not at home in the 
world, in any particular part of the world he tried local
ly to inhabit. He found the culture around him one 
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with which he couldn't identify at all, bur I've never 
found anything in his writing which envisioned any 
particular alternative, and he certainly never was 
remotelv allied with movements for political change. So 
there is' an enormous sadness in the later Wittgensrein, 
where the idea that one is only intelligible within a 
world, or form of life, is being expressed by somebody 
who didn't feel at home, and who didn't (so far as I can 
tell) envision a world in which he might be able to 
move around without consulting maps made by other 
people. What I and others have found in Wittgenstein 
is a way of articulating that sense of not-at-homeness in 
connection with some way of trying to find a world in 
which-as Sabina Lovibond says at the end of her book 
(Lovibond 1983)-one can speak one's words without 

using inverted commas. 

Quentin Skinner once suggested it as a constraint on 
interpreting historical figures that (if I remember right
ly) one couldn't anribute to them any idea which an 
ideal version of the historical them couldn't have been 
brought to acknowledge. Even though your interest is 
far from simply exegetical, I wonder if you find that 
idea applicable to your relationship with Witcgenstein's 

work? 

I think I have trouble grasping the counterfacrual. And 
I don't see myself as getting Wittgenstein tight, as being 
in that sense a 'good reader'. Not that I reject that pro
ject, but I don't think I can take it on. I don't know that 
I have it in me to be a 'good reader' of philosophical 
texts. h requires a certain kind of love that allows one 
to enter the author's world, even if a world which is in 
some sense idealized, and I don't think I can do that. It 
does too much violence to my self. Judith Fettedey has 
a book called The Resisting Reader (1978) in which she 
writes about canonical American novels as constructing 
the readers of those novels as men who look at women 
in a certain way. So for the woman reader to occupy the 
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place of the reader as constructed by those novels is to 

occup~ a place in which she views herself in a way that 
does ;iolence to her. And so she urges the woman. read
er-s1?ce she do.esn't want us not to read these texts
to resist occupytng the constructed reader position I 
read _phil.osophic~l text~ that way, and that precludes 
certam kmds of good mterpretation'' because I refuse 
to b,e what is in some sense that text's ideal reader. I 
wont do that to myself. 

. What ! "'.ant to do instead is find ways of bringing 
~!ttgenstem mto my world, but without being held ro 
his consenting in an}' way' I want to be · d d . . · JU ge not on 
histoncal but on philosophical terms Th t · . . . · a ls, my wor-
ries about mmnterpreting Wittgenstein arise in the 
form of questions about whether my reading him dif
ferently w~uld be better, given the reasons why I and 
others are tnterested in reading him. 

I think th~t that ide~ ":e get from feminist literary the
o.ry-r~e 1de~ ~f reststmg the constructed reader posi
r:on-Js a b~il:iantl~ apt one in relation to one's posi
~wn as a femmist philosopher. And it strikes me that it's 
m a (very accidental) harmony with the ahistorical 
m~tho~o~ogy .of analytic philosophy. The conceit of 
ahistonc1~m rn philosophy (for all its capacity to 
obscure difference) can give one a strange intellecmal 
f~eedom-y~u. don't h~ve to obey any text, or any par
ticular tra?s1nons a given philosophical idea has gone 
throu~h historically. Does that make any sense to you 
or do you find it coo charitable towards the ahistodcal 
method in philosophy? 

Well, I think that there are some crucial differences I 
don't think I want to see wha• I'm dot' ·. . ' ng usmg 
~tttgenstein as quite such a matter of de-contextualiz
~ng. Rather, it's to take seriously the context that we're 
m, a_nd I see myself in the context of a number of inter
lockt~g po~itical movements. Pare of the problem with 
analytic philosophy, as we've inherited it, is that it doesn't 
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interpret itself against its own historical background. 
But I think this wasn't true of modern philosophy as it 

first emerged. 
I mean, to take the obvious examples of Descartes 

or Locke, co read them is to read people who were utter
ly steeped in the political, social, economic changes of 
their times, and who write with full awareness that 
they're helping to bring new forms of subjectivity and 
personhood inrn the world. The historical locatedness 
of those teus tends to get lost. That is, their canoniza
tion has consistently, in large part, wrenched them out 
of their very salient historical contexts. So part of what 
I want to do is to put them back, and so with 
Wittgenstein. I want to say, look at the world t~at he 
was in. He believed himself in some sense to be, 1f not 
homosexual, then at least to have strong homo-erotic 
feelings, and those gave him a sense of himself "'.hich 
was deeply problematic-that's historical. He believed 
himself to be in some deep and important sense a Jew, 
and that gave him feelings of alienation and anxiecy
that's historical. I mean he wrote through i:he 
Holocaust; his family needed to be rescued from it. 
These ways of feeling in and of the world, but also not
in and not-of the world, occur in a time and place, and 
chat awareness is always just below the surface of his 
writing. Now, I don't know what would happen if I were 
to be able to pluck him from his time and place and 
take him round my world, but what I want to say is he 
would write differently now. 

On this question of how a philosopher's social environ
ment can constrain or liberate critical thought, I 
remember I was very struck, when you gave a talk to the 
Birkbeck Philosophy Society a year or more ago, by 
something you said about pedagogical practice being .of 
fundamental philosophical importance to you. Does its 
importance relate to something we:ve ment~oned 
already, that one needs from time to crme to qua the 
concerns of che academy, and take the time to listen to 
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a_ diffe~ent, real and concrete set of problems and reac
t10ns, rn order to re-fuel one's critical faculties? 

Yes, I mean I like that point about pedagogy, because it 
really gets at why it's been so important for me over the 
years to have a significant number of mature students 
!he res~stance that young students offer tends to be les~ · 
Interesting, I find, than the more specifically articulat
ed forms of resistance that can come from mature stu
dents-their resistance stems from a sustained commit
ment to other projects and other people in their lives. 

Ho;v far is it the case, for you, that the eventual desti
nation of any given movement away from academic phi
los.o~hy. (whether listening to students' resistance, or 
wrmng m queer theory, say) is always philosophy if 
perhaps of some improved, more self-critical kind? I 
~ean, do. you se: your own intellectual journey as ewm
ttally ph1losophical, as always ultimately directed at 
doing philosophy bener? 

'Xi'. ell, I. wou:dn't want to say that i r's the aim, but it cer
tamly is a~ important and central aim. I think one way 
of ann".en~g that question is through the mutual 
e~be~dmg idea ... rhar is, I really care about the world 
bemg m some small way a better place because I'm in it. 
I mean that sounds really hokey, but it is what I learned 
about work from my parents. It had to do with finding 
sorpething you absolutely loved, and which made the 
w~rld be~t~r. That, for me, has most centrally to do 
wtth femm1sm and other liberatory movements. But I 
am a philosopher-that's what I'm trained as, and that's 
what I do best, ~nd so it's a place where I think I can try 
to m~~e some difference. If I didn't come back, then I'd 
be failmg ro bring back what I knew to that part of the 
world in which it might help make a difference, 

In that way,. there'~ s~m.ething deeply positive (though 
not necessar!ly opum1snc) about your interaction with 
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Wittgenstein. His philosophy was, at least from one 
point of view, profoundly anti-philosophical, and I'm 
reminded of what you said about Wittgenstein nor hav
ing available to him the critical tools that would have 
allowed him rn criticize a form of life from within, so 
that philosophy might have helped nurture a less trou
bled experience of, say, homosexuality. But for you, by 
contrast, as someone who's committed to a habit of 
leaving philosophy in order to bring new ideas back ro 

it, your work implies a positive conception of philoso
phy as an ongoing critical process, which is capable of 
constantly re-inventing itself through its interactions 

with new aspects of the social world. 

Yes, that's true, though one of the intellectual liabilities 
that I have connects with this. Well, I mean Marx diag
nosed it in his critique of Utopian socialists: having an 
overly concrete view of what the future ought to be like. 
I have a tendency to read and write philosophy in the 
light of an overly concrete view of what its future 
should be like. A number of my teachers and peers have 
been critical of me over the years for that-suggesting 
that I was overly positive and constructive, instead of 
savouring the more negative moment in Wittgenstein's 
phllosophy of crying to keep us from getting carried 
away. I accept that criticism as a valid one, although I 
do think in a certain sense the tendency is necessary. I 
mean, without it, it can be very hard to keep going with 
the work. But, certainly, I do need to sustain a greater 
scepticism than I find natural about what the future 

ought to hold. 

Something all philosophers, and perhaps especially fem
inist philosophers, have to retain a certain scepticism 
about is the power of philosophy to bring about change. 

Yes, that's a problem Wittgenstein-and Marx-identi
fies. You know: thinking that ways of changing the 
world are going to come from our thinking it out from 
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~rst principle_s in our heads. Our philosophical ambi
tions need to mcorporate a modesty of intellectual goal 
~~d we ~eed to hold that in balance with a radical pol~ 
ltlcs which has content, and is fuelled by a vision of a 
~etter world, and not merely the playfully deconstruc
tlve moment of 'Ah! What fun, it's a different world'. 

Tha: raises a question that occurred to me while re
readmg some of the pieces in Engenderings. In one of 
them_ you say postmodernism is best understood not as 
a philosophy, or even a methodology, but just as a 
label for the world we're now in. Do you sdll h Id · h 
that! 0 Wlt 

Of course there are so many different ways f · h , o usmg t e 
te~m posrmodemism', one has to be clear which one is 
b_em~ used at any given time. I do think there are dis
tmc~1vely modern problems and ways of going about 
solvmg them which are increasingly contested and 
found problematic, so that various thinkers and social 
movements are trying to aniculate projects that are dif
fere~t from those we can identify as modern. I think 
that~ happ~ning, and should be happening, and I'm on 
t~e side of ~ts happening. But there's a tendency, on aU 
sides, to thmk that letting go of modernity is to let go 
of anything t~ac does t?e work of grounding, to sup
pose, that ~nu-fo_undauonalism leaves us groundless. 
Th~t s whats behrnd the working title of another col
le~~l~n of essays I'm thinking of pulling together, 
Shifting G~ound: Margins, Diaspora;, and the Reading of 
Wittgenstein. 

To talk of the ground-the material stuff that's lit
erally under our feet, and the actual world that sur
rounds us-is to draw attention to the concrete materi
al r:Iati;nships between what we do over here, and what 
var~o.u~ they s do over there. It's to ask what effect our 
acnv1tles may have on what other people do elsewhere. 
So, for example, the question of relativism seems a his
torical question from a time when there was very little 
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interaction between different cultures. The question of 
relativism as traditionally posed-' could there be some
thing which was uue here, but which contradicted what 
was true there?' -is a very different question now that 
what people do in one part of the world has conse
quences for what people do elsewhere. If we pay atten
tion to interrelationship, and to what we actually do, 
then I chink we gain a very different way of thinking 
about questions which have rraditionally been played 

out only in very abstract terms. 

The srnff on social consrruction is especially important 
in this context, isn't it ... Given our philosophical 
inheritance is one which tends to present us with a stark 
choice between some as-if god-given foundationalism 
and an anything-goes relativism, then it's kind of obvi
ous that the way forward is in the middle-ground of 
working out different strengths of social construcdon. 

Yes, and for me that really relates to atheism. The seri
ousness of atheism is to understand that we are in each 
other's hands, and that's it. That doesn't mean it doesn't 
matter-that's what mattering is. We matter ro each 
other, for each other, with each other. That we make all 
kinds of differences in each other's lives, and we don't 
need somebody outside of all that to tell us that that 
matters. We have to start taking that seriously. So I 
think what philosophy needs to do is grow up, and stop 
resting its own seriousness on something outside of any 

form of human practice. 

Yes, it needs to grow out of a stare which-in one of my 
favourite metaphors from you (Scheman l 996a)-is 
like an infant's being unable to walk without the illu
sion that she is externally supported, when in fact she 
can already walk perfectly well without any such sup
port. Philosophy has to grow out of its need to posit 

foundational suppon. 
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wor w1t -and the rest i' h' r e s 1story. 
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FOUCAULT AND FEMINIST THEORY 

A Review Essay by Irene Gedalof 

Most of the anglophone feminise engagement with the work of 
Michel Foucault has occurred in the fifteen years since his death 
in 1984. In that time, critical feminist appropriations, reinter
pretations and adaptations of various aspects of his work have 
become a key reference point for scholarship in the areas of phi
losophy, social, political and cultural theory, social and legal 
studies, and colonial and postcolonial history and politics. 1 

Despite the fact that Foucault had so little to say to and about 
women and feminism, feminism has persisted in finding him a 
productive, if not always unproblematic, partner in conversation. 

In this review essay, I focus on the debates which have 
developed within feminise theory over the last fifteen years that 
address three areas of Foucault's work: his model of power and 
the body; his work on ethics and the self; and the implications of 
his work for feminist politics. 

Body/Power 

Irene Diamond and Lee Quinby's 1988 book Feminism and 
Foucault: Reflections on Resistance brought together some of the 
first anglophone feminist appropriations of Foucault. The focus 
in many of these pieces was on questions of the body and power, 
and this has remained a consistent area of interest for feminist 
engagements with Foucault. A number of rhese early contribu
tions argued for the usefulness of Foucault's model of disci
plinary, p~oductive power to rethinking feminist approaches to 
the body. In particular, the essays by Sandra Lee Bartky, Susan 
Borda and Jana Sawicki, each of which was subsequently devel
oped into book-length studies, remain important reference 
points for later feminist engagements. 

Disciplined or Docile Bodies? 

Bartky's anicle and her 1990 book Femininity and Domination 
aimed to 'examine those disciplinary practices that produce a 
body which in gesture and appearance is recognizably feminine' 
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(1990 65). She draws on Foucault's model of disciplinary power 
worki~g through surveillance and normalization to .argue that 

in contemporary patriarchal culture, ~ panopucal male 
connoisseur resides within the conscwusness of most 
women: they stand perpetually before his gaze and 
under his judgement .... The disciplinary power that 
inscribes femininity in the female body is everywhere 
and it is nowhere; the disciplinarian is everyone and yet 

no one in particular. (72-4) . 
Bartky's emphasis is on the ways in which productive. power 

constrains women. She argues that even when modern ~a~narch_al 
b 'l' f en to participate m ower requires greater mo I tty or worn ' . 

~age labour, to maintain high levels of consumption, to repr~
duce rhe investment of power in the body repres~nted b~ a glori
fication of youth and fitness (Bartky, P· 80), the i_nternahzed gaz~ 
means that women carry that feminized body-m-space aro~n 
with them, and remain constrained even as they are. mobile. 
Wh t she does not particularly consider is what unmtended 
ena~ling effects that productive power might also produce; her 

principal message, therefore, is on.e that. suggests a rath~r ~~n~~ 
lithic hold of power over womens bodies and sense ? se . 
response Elizabeth Grosz has argued rhat productive power 
should not be seen as rendering women 'merely passive and com-

liant' ( 1994, 144). The body's .. 
p enrneshmem in disciplinary practices is the cond.mon 

of the subject's social effecrivity, as ei~her conformist or 

b . Patriarchal power relations do not func-su vers1ve. ... 1 
tion to make women the objects of discipli~ary contr~ 
while men remain outside disciplinary surve1llan.ce. It is 

. of more or less but of differential pro-a question not 
ducdon. (144) Id' 

' 1 . 1 (1988 1989) also use the Foucau ian Bordo s ear y arnc es , . h 
framework of normalizing power to examine body disorders su: 
as hysteria, anorexia and agoraphobia and to look at the ways m 
which women's 'potential resistance is not merely ~n~ercut bu: 
utilized in the maintenance and reproduction of exlstmg powe 

relations' (Bordo, 1989, 15). fi 
In her more recent work (1993a and 1993b) B.ordo has me-

d h d . of Foucault's model of power. Fust, she wants tune er rea 1ng 
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to put Foucault's specific contributions to theories of body/ 
power in the broader context of feminism's own development of 
the field. Second, she argues that what is so useful in Foucault in 
his reconceptualization of modern power as non-authoritarian, 
non-conspiratorial and non-orchestrated and yet nevertheless 
highly effective (1993b, 190). 

Bardo challenges those who conclude that Foucault's model 
of power leaves no space for a structural analysis of either sys
tematic inequalities or of possibilities of resisrance. For her, 
Foucault's model of power reladons allows for instabilities which 
always contain possibilities of pleasure and enablement (192-3). 
At the same time she argues against overemphasizing the possi
bilities of disruptive, resistant contestations ( 194). Especially in 
relation to questions of body appearance, the body's malleability 
or plasticity, and the possibilities of individual choice for 'self
fashioning' remain, she argues, largely constrained within a 
frame of normalization rather than resistance (196-8), even as 
they re-appropriate symbols of resistance. 

Sawicki's article, which reappeared as paH of her 1991 book, 
Disciplining Foucault, uses Foucault's model of productive power 
and its relation to bodies and sexuality to reframe debates within 
US feminism over questions of sexual politics (1988). In her 
book, she uses a similar approach to reconsider debates over moth
ering theory and new reproductive technologies (l 991). Sawicki's 
approach, continued in her more recent contributions (1996), is 
to start from questions that feminist theory and politics have 
thrown up, and to ask what a Foucauldian approach can offer 
that is distinctive in terms of framing these problems, identifying 
both ho".:'., it allows different questions to be asked, and where it 
might highlight the points of resistance in dominant discourses. 
In linking her theoretical discussions to specific challenges of 
feminist politics, Sawicki's book remains one of the most pro
ductive extended engagements with Foucault to date and she has 
consistently argued that a Foucauldian approa.:;h to power and 
bodies opens up possibilities for new forms of resistance. 

However, a more critical strand within feminist writing sees 
Foucault's model of the body and power leading to a characteri
zation of women as passive objects, constructed by the workings 
of power into 'docile bodies'. Both Linda Singer (1989) and 
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Nancy Hartsock (1989, 1990) questioned the usefulness of 
Foucault's model of power for the possibilities of feminist resis
tance, and I will return to their arguments in the final section. 
Lois McNay's 1992 book Foucault and Feminism has also been an 
influential reference point for feminist critics taking chis view. 
McNay's take on Foucault relies on positing a rather radical break 
berween what she identifies as his 'docile bodies' stage, in which 
she places his 'undifferentiated theory of power' (McNay 1992, 
5) and the later work of the last two volumes of The History of 
Sexuality and the interviews and short articles that were produced 
around the same rime, that signify his 'tum to the self' and 

ethics. 
As we will see later, a number of feminist appropriations of 

Foucault take issue with this discontinuous reading and argue for 
much greater convergence between Foucault's view of producdve 
power and his later work, and indeed on the need to think both 
aspects rnge•her. McNay's 'docile bodies' thesis relies heavily on 
certain parts of Discipline and Punish (Foucault l 977b) (and in 
particular that unfortunate phrase itself) and engages rather less 
with Foucault's emphasis on productivity and proliferation in 
The History of Sexuality, Vol. 1 and the interviews and articles 

produced around it. 
A more extensive engagement with these texts might have 

complicated the admittedly rather relentless image of normaliz
ing disciplines that emerges in Discipline and Punish (what 
Sawicki has called its tendency to a 'totalising rhetoric of decline' 
(Sawicki 1991, 98). Nevertheless, for McNay there is a contra
diction between Foucault's theoretical concept of power as multi
vocal and unstable, and his historical analyses of disciplinary 
power which present instead a 'centralized, monolithic force with 
an inexorable and repressive grip on its subjects' (McNay 1992, 
38). By focusing excessively on institutions instead of the indi
viduals who are subject rn power, by positing his notion of bio
power as a 'fundamental constitutive principle of the social 
realm', Foucault's 'subjected and practised body' becomes, 
according to McNay, a totally passive body, stripped of any 
notion of individuality or experience on which to base resisrance 
(38-47). Power is located 'exclusively in external and impersonal 

mechanisms and institutions' {82). 
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McN ' d' . ay s rea mg of Foucault's model . 
inform a number of m of power continues to 

ore recent fem· · · · 
tor's Introduction and s I . lm1~t critiques. (See the edi-

evera attic es m R l 
and Deveaux (1996)) y, . amazanog u (1993) 

· et 1t seems to m h h ' 
to follow through on th r:. II . 1· . e t at t ese readings fail 

· e ru imp Jcanons of F I ' 
seemg power as repres . oucau ts move from s1ve to power as P d . 
move caJls for a shift fr I . ro ucnve. Foucault's 

b
. . om a ogre of repr · l . 

a Ject1on to one of pr l'f, . d ess10n, exc us10n and 

1 
o r eration an pr d · - . 

ogic, power requires not P . b d" o. ucttvity. Within such a 

d 
ass1ve o 1es 1 p 1 

an monolithic forces but k bl ' m ersona mechanisms 
Contrary to McNay's ;eadin nod':a. el'. useful bodies and subjects. 

I 
. g, 1sc1p mary po k 

un ess 1t becomes high) l . wer ma es no sense 
Wh k y persona and mternalized· 

at ma es power hold d h · 
is simply the fact that r' t gdooo ' ;' acl makes it accepred, 

esn t on y wei h 
force that sa b . g on us as a 

t~ings, it inJ:c~o~le:stu;:,a~o~tmc;a;:~::e~nd p~oduces 
d1~course. (Foucault, l 977a, 119) ge, produces 

Power needs' to be able to make b d' 
to enable subjects of a panicul k' od i:s useful in specific ways, 
Individuals are not only h ,. ar Jn ' m order to be articulated. 

t e rnert or · 
they are 'always also the c~nsent~ng target' of power, 
1976, 98). elements of as amculation' (Foucaulc 

To be sure, a model of power h" h .. 
as docile bodies and d . d b"'! ic positroned women only 
c om1nate o 1ects w ld b f t· 
Ieminism; yet such a r d' f F 

011 
e o itde use to 

tentious. On the other ::nding oh oucault remains highly con-

b d
. ' a t eorettcal appr h 

o 1es which fails to 'd oac to power and 
cons1 er sexual d' ff 

the male/masculine b d J erence, or which takes 
,. r . . o y as norm, also poses . d'ff' . 
ror remm1,st appropriatio Th' . ser10us ! 1cult1es 
r '' ns. rs rs a second th 
Ieminist debates over F I , . eme around which 

oucau ts view of the body have centred. 

Whose Body? 

Just how androcentric was Foucault' 
bodies? Is the problem one of a failur s approa~h to power and 
women's specific positionin . h' e to consider the details of 
prise better left to c • . g Wlt lil power relations, an enter-
' iem1n1sm anyway h 
blind-spots' within F 1 ' f ' or are t ere conceptual 
'b oucau ts ramework h' h k .. 

s1 le to address questions of sexual d' ff; w ic ~a e .It tmpos-
1 erencer Rosi Bra1dotti has 
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argued that 'when Foucault speaks of the body, he is (almost 
always) speaking about the man's body', so that 'the notion of 
power which Foucauk develops rests on a masculine view of the 
body (and its power effects)' and that this 'constitutes a flaw in 
his articulation of polidcs with the materiality of the body' 
(Braidotti 1991, 95) For Braidotti, then, Foucault has not only 
failed to fill in rhe specific details of women's bodies and women's 
positioning in power relations; the problem rather ls that women 
are somehow outside the frame of his problematization altogether. 

Grosz has also argued that since Foucault rarely speaks of 
sexually specific bodies, we have ro assume he believed, 'along 
with the rest of patriarchal culture, that the neutral body can 
only be unambiguously filled in by the male body and men's plea
sures' (Grosz 1994, 156). For Grosz, Foucault fails to ask a whole 
series of questions about sexual difference that are crucial to his 
model of power and bodies. Do different bodies require different 
inscriptive tools to etch their different surfaces? Does power's 
inscription produce bodies as sexually different? Is there a quasi
biological or even natural continuum of (sexual) differences 
between bodies which power divides and organizes in specific 
ways? Alternatively, does power help constitute the differentiated 
biologies and pleasures of bodies1 (156). If the body is a sexually 
indifferent 'blank page' for Foucault, as Grosz suggests, then 
these questions fall outside the frame of his problematization. 

This relates to a second point of debate. Does Foucault hold 
on to some notion of a pre- or extra-discursive, 'neutral' body 
that then becomes a basis for transgression and resistance? 
Foucault's enigmatic appeal to the promises of 'bodies and plea
sures' at the end of The History of Sexuality, Vol. 1, as well as 
some of his more problematic statements regarding rape (Plaza 
1981, Braidorti 1991) and paedophilia, have all fuelled this par
ticular debate within feminism. 

This can relace to androcentrism in a number of ways. By 
seeing all 'sex', including sexual difference, as a product of a 
deployment of sexuality and seeing only a neutral, unmarked 
body as standing outside this, there is no space in which to con
sider the specifically female body as a site of resignification or 
resistance. But at the same time, as Grosz remarks above, the 
unmarked, neurral body has repeatedly 'stood in for' the male 
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body in the history of Western thought. Thus the apparently neu-
" tral transgressive body leaves no space for the specifically female 

but al.lows t~e speci~~ally male body to sneak in under the guis~ 
o.f umversaltty. Add1tionally, the working of unequal power rela
tions based on sexed bodies (or other differentiated bodies, delin
eated by race and age, for example) can also fall out of the frame. 

. For Grosz, Foucault never clearly explains what rhe appeal to 
bod1e; and pl~asur~s might mean: do they pre-exist power, or are 
they neuralgic pomts within the deployment of sexuality that 
may be strategically useful? (Grosz 1994, 156). Elsewhere in her 
text, Grosz suggests a ~ossible answer to this question, although 
she does ~ot ,dev~lop IC herself. She writes that the body, for 
Foucault, ~s : resistant yet fundamentally passive inenla'; its 

r:iatenal1ty also entails a resistance and thus also (poten· 
ttal! mod~s of resistance to power's capillary alignments. 
It ts a. kmd of passivity, capable of being mobilized 
accordmg to the interests of power or in the forms of 
subv~rsi~n, depending on its strategic position. (146) 
In. t~ts _view :he source of resistance is in the body's location 

o~ pos1:10nmg-1ts appropriate or inappropriate, normative or 
disruptive locatedness. This would suggest a reading of bodies 
and pleasures that looks not for some extra-discursive 'excess' or 
essence th~t stands beyond or outside power relations, but rather 
~ne that sits more comfortably with Foucault's model of produc
trve and unstable power relations as generating unintended resis
ta~ces. Such a position, with its emphasis on specific locatedness, 
might also be more amenable to a feminist concern for sexual dif
ference. 

Judith, But~er in. Ge~der T;ouble also reads Foucault as pre
summg. a pre~drscursive blank body on which power is written, 
~nd which might conscitute a pre-discursive multiplicity of bod
ily forces that can 'break through the surface of the body to dis
rupt the regulating practices of cultural coherence imposed upon 
that body by a power regime' (Butler 1990, 130). 

Bu~ler bases .her discussion not on the 'bodies and pleasures' 
remark m The History of Sexuality, Vol, 1, but on Foucault's anal
ysis of che l 9rh century French hermaphrodite Herculine Barbin. 
For her, the problem is not that sexual difference falls outside the 
frame, but that Foucault provides no genealogy of rhe bounded 
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body itself, taking it as given. This might have been the basis for 
considering the sexed/gendered assumptions behind che neutrali
ty of the bounded-body model, and for bringing sexual difference 
imo the frame by considering the leaky female body. However, 
Butler is more interested in its implications for the discursive 
production of the transgressive homosexual body as boundary
uespassing pollution, and its discursive links to AIDs as a 'spe
cific modality of homosexual pollution' (132). 

Such an approach to Foucault, which is less interested in his 
androcentrism and failure to take on issues of sexual difference, 
and more interested in gauging the extent to which he is useful 
in destabilizing all claims to coherent identities, is one that 
Butler is to consistently develop in her later engagements, to 

which I will return below. 
Linda Alcoff locates Foucault's blindspot in the area of plea-

sure, arguing that for Foucault 'pleasure is a force that can be 
taken up, used, inci[ed, fomented and manipulated, but is not 
itself discursively constituted' (Ako ff 1996, 108). This leads 
Foucault to take a problematic position on paedophilia, in which 
his attention to power relations seems dangerously suspended. 
This blindspot has, according to Alcoff, led co appropriations of 
Foucault such as that of Gayle Rubin (19 84), in which power 
relations are evacuated from a celebration of a 'radical sexual pol
itics', in which it is too easily assumed that there is a clear divid
ing line between transgressive sexual pleasures and practices on 
the one hand, and 'sexual coercion, assault and rape' on the other 

(113-4). 
Alcoff argues that Foucault's own understanding of produc-

tive power needs to be turned back onto this blindspot to put 
considerations of power relations back into the frame in consid
ering 'pleasure'. In particular when considering children, she 
argues, we need to be able to consider how power, discourse and 
desire are being configured (121): how power intervenes in con
stituting discourse, in adulr represep.tations of children's desire 
thar interpret rhe child's expressions within a system of meaning 
based on rhe adult's (124); and how the child's differential power 
positioning within discursive games of truth might influence the 
possibilities of both 'consent' and of interpreting and respecting 

the differences of a child's sexual discourse (126). 

Womens 

M. E: . Bailey reads Foucault's bodies and pleasures much 
more posmvely. For her, these bodies and pleasures remain 
embedded in ~o."':e~ relati?ns and offer no more (and no less) 
than the poss1bilmes of strategic redeployment' from within 
those power relations (Bailey 1993 115) However th" · 
f 

, , · , 1s is more 
o an assert10n on her part than a clearly worked out argument 
E. L. McCallum also suggests that Foucault's 'bod1'e d l . , . s an pea-
sures can be rnterprered more positively for feminism, in terms 
of both gender and power (McCallum 1996) M C 11 . c a um argues 
first that, given the absence of an analogous term to 'gender' in 
the French language, anglophone appropriations of Foucault 
have been too quick to assume that Foucault's 'sexe' is I 

b 
, , d a ways 

a out sex, an never about 'gender'. 
In McCall urn's counter-reading of Foucault gender becomes 

the 'essence' of the networks of power and their effects that 
Foucault labels 'sexuality' and 'sex' -and here essence is t b 

d d . o e 
un erst.a~., in a Heideggerian sense, as involving the conditions 
of poss1b1lity, the conceptual framework of resources, forces and 
powers that organize the possibilities of difference and that 
ehnable sexuality to come into being (84-5). Further, she argues 
t at 

the thin~ing. that. links essential truth to sex/uality is 
that which rnhabns the binary gender framework in 
which men are the privileged category; chis is the struc
ture of our thought within the deployment of sexuality, 
and those who articulate this discourse are 'men', what
ever their biological gender. (91) 

~oucault's ~~11 for '~odies and pleasures' is, she argues, addressed 
~nstea~ to~' _people we can only begin co imagine' who might 
rnhabir a differently-ordered power-knowledge schema' that i 
not constrained by the limitations of the prevailing binary gen~ 
der framework (91). 

McCallum's challenging reading of The History of Sexuality, 
Vol. I .may make a case for suggesting that 'gender' was there all 
along tn Foucault; what she doesn't really address, however, is the 
absence,. or at. Least rarity of 'women', which is also critiqued 
from qutte a different perspective by another set of feminist com
mentators. As we saw above, for Grosz, Butler and Alcoff one of 
Foucault's problems is the assumption of a 'neutral' pre-discur-
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sive body, which is one of the places where his androcentdsm 

might work. . 
Kace Soper, on the other hand, reads Foucault as leavmg ~o 

space for "a pre-discursive, or extra-discursive body and ~e~liry 
d this for her, feeds into a number of problems for femm1sm. 

an , ,, r 1· • d 
First 'to dismiss the idea of a "spontaneous ree mg 1s to un er-
min~ the feminist demand for a "reclamation" of the body an~ 

· " h · ' d · · '" (1993 33) Second 1t the express10n of an aut entlc estre .' · '. 
suggests an overemphasis on disc~r.sive production .ove~ rnatenal, 
i.e. economic and political, condmons (33-6). Third, lt l~ads .to 
promoting a desexualized and decontextualized form .of bodies 
and pleasures', privileging an individualistic concept10n of the 

self (38). , · f h 
Soper's fourth problem draws on Fo~cault s rea~mg o t e 

Lapcourt incident in The History of ~exualzty Vol. 1. This c~~cerns 
Foucault's reading-notorious particularly amongst. femmists
of a 19th century case of sexual abuse of a young girl as one of 
'trivial' or 'simple bucolic pleasures'. Soper warns that a th:oret
ical framework which allows no space for a pre- or extra-disc~r
sive reality can leave the door open to dis.m.issin~ or downplaymg 
any set of new discourses, including femmtsm, ~n the.same way. 

For Soper, then, Foucault leaves no space m which to con
sider the effects of power at anything other than the level of sub,
jective experience: the socio-economic conditions of ;vo~ens 
subordination are left outside the frame (199\ 24). ~tmilar!y, 
Ramazanoglu (1993) asserts that Foucault treats material bod~es 
as wholly irrelevant to explanations of sexual and other social 

relations' and that his 
version of social construction does not resolve problems 
aboui: how we understand the body from the vantage 
point of subordinated women's bodily experiences. 

(1993, 7) 
Maureen Cain (1993) and Monique Deveaux 0,996). make 

· ·1 1 · that link what they identify as Foucault s resistance s1m1 arc aims . · bT 
to considering the extra-discursive or the material to an ma l 1ty 
to consider women's specificity. For Ramazanoglu, as ~or Soper, 

h . · l 1· ked to what she identifies as Foucault's resistance w 
[ IS IS a SO lfl · d" 
any kind of strucmral analysis of women's systematic subor tna-

tion (Ramazanoglu 1993, 9-10). 

Womens Review 

A final way in which feminist theorists have questioned the 
androcentrism of Foucault's view of bodies and power is through 
the question of relationality in Foucault's model. Ros Diprose 
argues that Foucault's focus tends to be on the singular, individ
ualized body normalized through the clinical gaze. Whac needs to 

be added to this is a consideration of the relations between two 
sexualized bodies in the clinical encounter (1998, 36-9). 

Jon Simons (1996, 179-87) argues that Foucault's view of 
subjectification is limited in working through a mode! of the iso
lated body/self and in not thinking about the role of relatedness 
and mutuality that is part of the subjectification process. In par
ticular, women's roles as mothers and professional carers need to 

be seen as intrinsic to the workings of productive power. Simons 
thus joins other feminist appropriations of Foucault in insisting 
on finding a place for sexual difference within a Foucauldian 
framework. This question of relationality also is key to feminist 
debates over Foucault's work on ethics and the self, and lts impli
cations for feminist politics. However, before moving on to these 
points, I want to look at a final set of feminist engagements with 
Foucault's work on power and the body, which centre around the 
work of Judith Butler. 

Performativity and Foucault 

Foucault's work on the productive and normalizing effects of 
power in producing bodies, subjects and identities is one of 
Butler's key reference points for her genealogical critiques of gen
der (in Gender Trouble, 1990) and sex (in Bodies that Matter, 
1993). He,r description of the ways in which 'sex' and bodies are 
'materiali'fed' GWes much to Foucault's understanding of the 'pro
ductive and ... materializing effects of regulatory power (Butler 
1993, 9-10). Like Foucault, Butler argues that both regulation 
and the possibilities of resistance are produced through this pro
cess. Because norms need to be continuously reiterated and 
rearticulated, because bodies need to be rematerialized, there is 
always the possibility for rearticulations that call into question 
'the hegemonic force of that very regulatory law' (2). 

Butler is best known for conceptualizing identity and bodies 
in terms of 'performativity'. Performativity is not in itself a 
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Foucauldian concepr, but remains, in Butler's usage, in some sort 
of conversation wirh a Foucauldian understanding of the rela
cionship between power, knowledge and subjects. In .a 1994 
interview, Butler makes this link herself when she descnbes her 
trajectory to the concept of performativity: 

I begin with the Foucauldian premise that power works 
in part through discourse and it works in part to pro
duce and destabilise subjec•s. But then, when one starts 
to •hink carefully about how discourse might be said to 

produce a subject ... it's useful to turn to rhe notion of 
performativity .... Then I take a further step, throug~ 
the Derridean rewriting of Austin, and suggest that this 
production actually always happens through a certain 
kind of repetition and recitation. (Butler 1994, 33) . 
Butler's move from a Foucauldian model of productive 

power to che notion of performativity and its possibilities of 
transgressing and challenging prevailing norms, has become a 
popular one for feminists engaging with Foucault. We see her tra
jectory followed by a number of the au,chors assembled in 
Hekman (1996), including Honi Fern Haber s work on the trans
gressive possibilities of the muscl.e~ woman (Habe: 1996~' Jon 
Simons on subversive performat1v1ty and mothenng (Simons 
1996, 196-204), and Moya Lloyd on the possibilities of alterna-
tive modes of engendering (Lloyd 1996, 254). . . 

Margrit Shildrick, too, ends her caref~l app.hcat1~n of a 
Foucauldian model of disciplinary power to biomedical d1scour.s
es of the body, with an understanding of resistance framed rn 
terms of Butler's concept of performativiry ~Shildrick 19~7, 
59-60). More negatively, Deveaux reads Butlers deconsrrucuve 
project of 'displacing gender' (Deveau:: 1996, 229) as the 
paradigmatic representative of a Foucauldian approach. a.nd uses 
this to argue against the usefulness of Foucault for femrnrst poh-

tics. h · h 
What none of these readings of Foucault rhroug or Wlt 

Butler seem to address, however, is that, with the concept of per
formativity, Buder is also taking a significant step away from a 
Foucauldian approach to bodies, power and language. For. Butler, 
the subversive potemial of performativity lies in rv.:o of .its c~n
stirnent aspects. First, the norms one is called to identify with 
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(e.g. 'masculine' and 'feminine') are not themselves fully stable or 
.. exhaustive (Butler 1993, 187-8); and, second, the normative 

force of performativity works, not only through reiteration, but 
also through exclusion and through constructing a 'constitutive 
outside'. These exclusions 'haunt signification as its abject bor
ders or as that which is strictly foreclosed' (188). 

To make both these points, Butler has to move away from· 
Foucault-who, she argues, does not lend sufficient weight to 
this gesture of exclusion (35)-and advance towards both Lac
anian psychoanalysis and Derridean deconstruction. But in doing 
so, she turns to models of language, and of power, that produce 
an unresolved tension with the Foucauldian strands that remain 
in her work. A Derridean privileged focus on language as a single 
symbolic system sits uneasily with a simultaneous Foucauldian 
focus on 'historically analyzable practices' and the symbolic sys
tems these use (Foucault 1983, 369). The focus on exclusion also 
sets up an unresolved tension in Butler's work, between 
Foucault's understanding of power as productive, multivocal and 
diffuse (Foucault 1978, 150), and one which conceptualizes 
power in terms of the taboo and the negative. 

Butler's essay 'Sexual Inversions' (in Hekman, 1996) seems 
to continue this process of moving towards a model of power that 
works more and more through abjection and exclusion, and 
therefore Foucault seems less and less useful to her project. Here, 
Butler challenges Foucault's understanding of modern power as 

being more about managing life than controlling death. She 
argues that, in the current context of contemporary discourses 
that code homosexuality in terms of death via AIDs, and of prac
tices of AIDs medical research that apportion resources which 
determim/life and death, 'death can not be the limit of power but 
its very aim' (Butler 1996, 72). 

In response to Butler, one could argue that Foucault's move 
was never a simple one 'from death to life', as she suggests, but 
rather a move from 'to kill and let live' to 'to make live and let 
die' (Foucault 1978). Such a model of power does not 
death, but holds life and death, production and exclusion in 
interdependent tension, in ways that do not fit easily into binary 
paradigms. Yet Buder seems to wam to re-impose that bin~Y----
logic in her insistence on the primacy of death, exclusion a 
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abjection, and to move further away from Foucault's model of 
productive power in the process. I return to Butler's uneasy rela
rionship with Foucault's model of power, and its implications for 

feminist politics, below. 

Self and Ethics 

A second major focus for feminist engagements wirh Foucault 
centres on his late work on practices or technologies of the self 
and ethics, represented by the last two volumes of The History of 
Sexitality (1985, 1986) and the shorrer interviews and articles 
produced around the same time. How to understand this later 
work is a subject of some debate within feminist theory, both in 
terms of its relationship to Foucault's earlier work on power, dis
ciplinary practices, the body and sexuality, and in terms of its 

implications and usefulness for feminism. 
Was Foucault's 'turn to the self' a radical break with his ear-

lier work that reinstates, to some extent, a modernist allegiance 
to an autonomous self and Enlightenment normative principles, 
as McNay suggests (McNay 1992)? Was Foucault celebrating the 
practices of the self and processes of subjectification of the 
anciem Greeks and Romans which, as he noted himself, func
tioned in terms of an economy and logic that excluded women 
altogether? If so, this celebration would be, as Braidotti has 
argued, highly problematic for feminism (Braidotti 1991, 96). 
Does the turn to the self and a 'styliscics of existence' in the late 
Foucault signal a privileging of the self in isolation? If so rhis 
would seem to be another move which would sic uneasily with a 
feminist concern for relationafay, and for situating the self in a 
broader social, political and culmral context. 

Moya Lloyd presencs one of the strongest sympathetic read
ings that argues for a basic continuity between Foucault's earlier 
and later work (Lloyd 1996), and for the pertinence of the 'whole 
package' to feminism. For her, Foucault's trajectory offers a 'two
course strategy' or 'doubled politics' (243), in which his politics 
as ethics or stylistics of existence needs to be twinned with his 

politics of refusal or critique. 
I will return to Lloyd's arguments for a Foucauldian feminist 

politics below. Here, I want rn note only that she makes a case for 
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understanding Foucault's turn to the self and ethics 1'n rh 
f h' i· e con-

text o 1s ear 1er work on the normalizing and regulatory effects 
of power r~lations. In this context, the ethical work of practices 
of .the self 1S s~en as. cr~ative and experimental, focusing on those 
~ornts ~f tens10n w!thm prevailing power relations where change 
ls possible and desirable (245) For Lloyd thi's t' · · h F I , · 1es in wn 

oucau ts under.standing of freedom as a practice or process, a 

repeate~ subversion and transformation of power relations in the 
produc~ion of the self (246). But this production of the self, of 
promoting new forms of subjectivity is, in Lloyd's understanding 
always underra~en within a field of constrained possibilities. I~ 
occu.rs not ~utsJde the context of constraints of power relations, 
but. 1s exerc1:ed by a situated subject working with the socially 
available opt10ns, th~ ?atterns found within a culture (25 7). 

. In a more crmcal if still sympathetic reading, Jean 
G~1mshaw agrees that Foucault's turn to ethics and the self con-
tams much that could be pertinent to women and to c · · (G · h remmism 

nms ~w 1993, 58-61, 65). But she argues also that many of 
the ~p.ec1fics of.Fouc.aulc's turn to the self prove disappointing to 
femm1~m. She identifies three points, all of which bring us back 
to th~ 1ss~e of the place of gender, sexual difference, and andro
centnsm m Foucault's framework. 

F'.rst, the c~ncepdon of the self that emerges from Foucault's 
work Is, accordmg to Grimshaw 'thin" its r:0 cus 1• r db d" ' · 1

' s on surraces 
an o Ies, a.nd avoids 'deep' feelings, compassion and intimacy. 
Relat~d ~o ~hrs'. wh.at appeared as mechanisms of self-surveillance 
~n.d d1sc1phne m his earlier work, which proved so useful to fem-
1111~m, are re-presented as instances of creative self-mastery. 
?nm~ha"'." }sks Fou;ault to remember his own warning that 
nothing ls mnocent ; particularly when, in contemporary cul
ture, so many forms of self-surveillance are highly gendered we 
need to b~ attent~ve to the differences between creative self-~as
tery and ~me:nahzed normalization (66-7). Second, there is lit
tle attennon l.n .Fo~cault to the importance of sociality, mutuali
ty and collect1v1ty m these practices of the self (68) Th' d h . r 1 . Ir ' t ere 
Is itt e attention to the effects on others of the practices of the 
se~f Foucaul: ~xpl~res (68). Both these 'blindspots' are problem
a.tlc f~r feminists mterested in ethical issues of context and rela
t10nahty. 
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Soper has also argued chat the ethics that emerges from 
Foucault's later work seems to be a private and masculine affair 
of self-masrery and authorial creation (Soper 1993, 41). Jon 
Simons, coo, argues that Foucault's blind spot concerning 
women's and parcicularly morhers' role in processes of subjectifi
cation can lead to a solipsistic view of technologies of the self 
(Simons 1996, 184). 

McNay argues that Foucault makes too great claims for the 
possibillries of 'self-srylization' that overlook the gendered struc
tural constraints on who can and cannot take up certain practices 
(McNay 1992, 80). For her, Foucault overemphasizes the isolat
ed self as against a feminist concern for intersubjectivity (157); 
this is manifested in his emphasis on the act of choice itself, 
rather than the coment of acts and their impact on others (159), 
and in his emphasis on the self in relation to itself, rather than as 
embedded in and formed through social interaction (163-4). 

In response to chis, however, Lloyd counters that it is not 
clear that Foucault ever claimed that self-stylization alone could 
overcome all aspects of normalization. Additionally she asks why 
it should be assumed that acts of self-formation have to be con
ducced in isolation (Lloyd 1996, 256). Indeed for Lloyd, it is 
because these practices of the self occur wichin the social that 
they can and do have a public impact or culrnral resonance: 'the 
most radical inscantiations of practices of the self are those ... 
that provoke a critical, querying reaction' (258). 

McNay's 1992 book remains the most extended feminist 
examination of Foucaulr's later work and also stands somewhat 
alone within feminist scholarship in positioning the late Foucault 
as a (flawed) Enlightenment thinker. As I suggested above, chis 
reading of the late Foucault relies on a contentious characteriza
tion of the early Foucault and his model of power, and sets up a 
rather stark disjuncture between an early emphasis on power as 
domination, in which there is no place for agency or resistance 
(1992, 66) and a late turn towards a theory of an autonomous 
self (3-4) able to 'exercise his critical judgement free from the 
influence of dominant beliefs and desires' (90). 

Within this framework, McNay argues that Foucault's idea 
of practices of the self offers much that is useful for feminism, 
including a more complex, layered version of difference that sug-
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gests more productive ways of understanding the intersections of 
gender'. race, cl.a~s, etcetera, to produce a multiplicity of individ
ual subJect p~s1t1ons (~4-5). Similarly, she argues that, 

Foucault s reworkmg of the Enlightenment notion of 
~ut.onomy chalJenges feminists to shift tactics from an 
msistence on a distinct and cohesive 'feminine' identity 
:o a consi~eration of what women might become if they 
mt~rvene rn the processes that shape their lives (115). 
Ult!matel~, though, McNay concludes that Foucault fails to 

be consistent rn his aliegiance to the Enli'ght · · l h · enment pnnc1p es 
s e ascnbes to him, because he refuses to mak ' d f' · · e any e m1t1ve 
statemenr abour ,the normacive basis of his ethics' (117). Building 
on Na~cy Fraser s earlier critique (1989) of Foucault's normative 
c~nfus1on, 1;fcNay ~ives us a Foucault who has an implicit alle
giance to an Enlightenment discourse of political values' 
(McNay 1992, 140). Although this discourse includes 'the notion 
of autonomous political practice of che individual free h d h . , speec , 
an t e overcommg of dominations of truth by institutions and 
othe~ power blocs' (141), McNay's Foucault fails to make this 
allegiance t? Enlightenment discourse explicit, or to follow 
through on !t thoroughly. 

. In contrast, Lloyd argues that Foucault 'returns' to the 
En~1ghtenment, not to retrieve a set of principles or concepts 
which he has explicitly rejected, but rather to 'revivify a critical 
p~s~ure ··· the philosophical ethos he identifies as "a permanent 
c~1t1que of our historical era'" (Lloyd 1996, 253). What under
pins these different readings of Foucault is as Lloyd h d 

· d"f" ' as note , 
qui.re. ~ 1(1erent feminist attitudes towards 'the nature of political 
actt~lt! .. 256)~) and the implications of Foucault's work for the 
~oss1bilmes of feminist politics. I turn to the debate on this issue 
m the next section. 

Politics and Social Change 

From its earliest engagements, anglophone feminist writing on 
Foucault ~as been sp·li·t between two opposed opinions regarding 
the quest10n of polmcs. Both sides of this debate agree chat 
Fouc~ult's work challenges many of the assumptions about what 
const!tutes effective politics; where they differ rs in seeing this 
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F th e who think chat 
challenge as promising or dangerous. ~r os d 1 f i-
there are serious problems with conventional mo e s o erna~c 

d identity politics, Foucault offers a welcome comphca-f 
patory an h. k dermines some o 
. f ld certainties. For others, is war un 

non o o l d ecessary to 
the key analytical and normative e ements assume n 

any effective resistance. h d 
Singer revealed some of these assumpdons when s e argue 

that l · bl d if deployments of power are always loca ' vana e ;n 
unstable, as Foucault argues, we can no lo~~er con u~t 
political analysis in terms of an opposmonal lloJ1~ 
between classes, genders, and included and exc u e 

groups (Singer 19 89, 144) 
1
. . · h 

. d h F lt's appeal to micro-po ittcs wit -Alcoff also argue t at oucau . . 1 
l . of the overall structures of dommanon eaves 

out an ana ysis · b · 
. . d' rmed and without a normative as1s on 

feminists polrncally tsa . ' (Al ff 1990) Hartsock's 
which to make political 1udgem~~ts co d h. t Foucault 
. fluemial 1989 and 1990 crmques argue t a . 
~n rives women of the possibility of making knowledge d~1ms 
h
ep not j'ust as subJ'ugated or disruptive, but as pnma-

t at are seen, ( 90 121) 
d . . fa different sort of world 19 , . 

Y an constitutive o · k 
r f the first feminist theonsts to ta e Nancy Fraser was one o . r 
issue with Foucault's failure to provide a 'single, cons.is:e.n~ no -

' (1989 31) This undermines the poss1b1lmes for 
mative strategy ' · . · · f oppression 
radical ~hange based on organtzed c;::a:~~u:;rso in equating 
and resistance. Fraser argue~ that l' . ' "th 'normative' (56) 

. , · h ' i· · ' norma iz1ng w1 'totalitarian wic tota tztng' . · 11 dan-
d that he makes an impossible, deceptive and potent1a. y 

an l . d away with any normarive basis for resistance. 
gerous c aim co 0 

. l h there is no 'normative 
Wl ile she recognized, with Foucau t, t at l' 
arc~imedean point for political critique' (63) .and that any Jo ~: 
. l ocabulary can be co-opted and srrateg1cal:y reversel ' s 
ica v d that in the absence of a convincingly articulated a terna
argue ' . h t still rely on the language 
tive, movemenrs for radical c ange mus d d we have' (64). 

f · htS' 'the standards we have are the sran ar s . f 
o ng . d b McNay builds on Fraser's analysis o nor-

As note a ove, · · ds 
. k 'n Foucault to argue that feminism nee 

mauve wea nesses 1 · l d · and a 
t both a general explanation of socta ynam1cs l 

:~~:~:~ra:ive of justice (McNay 1992, 7). However, McNay a so 
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asserts that in Foucault there is an 'unresolved tension between 
his commitment to emancipatory social change and his refusal to 
outline the normative assumptions upon which such change 
should be based' (8). Again there is an underlying assumption 
that effective models and necessary standards of emancipatory 
politics exist, and are being denied in Foucault's work. 

For McNay, this includes a clear normative framework that 
can only function from a position of transcendence, that is a sub
ject-position that allows us to stand outside the parameters, 
framework or logic of an undesirable power relation, in order to 
name it as undesirable and to imagine how it might be changed 
(McNay 1992, 90-1, 140-1). Others have focused on Foucault's 
resistance to a recognizable structural or systemic analysis in 
which to locate the sources of women's oppression and resistance. 
(See, for example, Soper 1993, Ramazanoglu 1993, Ramazanoglu 
and Holiand 1993.)2 

For Ramazanoglu and Holland, Foucault fails to offer a clear 
sense of what might constitute fundamental change that cannot 
be re-appropriated by the status quo, suggesting that without 
such a normative vision of the future, no significant change is 
possible (1993, 253-60). 

In contrast, those feminists who find Foucault's work more 
politically promising begin from the assumption that there are 
serious problems with the models of identity and emancipawry 
politics that have informed feminism to date: that 'the standards 
we have'-to borrow Fraser's phrase-are not necessarily the 
standards we ought to settle for. Sawicki has argued that a 
Foucauldian model of power ought to be seen as a challenge to 
re-think feminist politics, especially in relation to questions of 
differences bltween women. Understanding that power works 
through a multiplicity of social relations opens the door to a 
multiplicity of arenas of resistance, and turns difference imo a 
resource rather than a liability. Concurrently, the tendency to 
reify difference is resisted if one understands that one of the ways 
in which power works is through categorizing and classifying dif
ference (Sawicki 1991, 26-7). 

It follows as well chat if the body is a site of intersection of 
multiple forms of power, feminist theory should resist reductive 
attempts to locate a single or determining power-effect in the 
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female body, whether it be sexuality, maternity, appearance, 

(89) For Sawicki Foucault's resistance to closure and 
etcetera · ' . . i· · 

b 1 opens the door to feminist reconsiderations of a po 1ncs 
a so uces k d h" · l 
of uncertainty (105-7). There are, for Sawi_c i, _goo tstonca 
reasons for feminists to be wary of universalise history and m~s· 
ter schemes for social transformation; the rise of ~ew s_oc1al 
movements in the West are already putting into ~uesnon brnary 
models •hac privilege one particular struggle as pnmary to eman· 

clpatory politics (97). 
According to Sawicki, feminists have good reason also to 

appeal to Foucault's . 
negative freedom, that is freedom .to disengage from o~r 
political identities, our presumptions a~o:it gender dif· 
ferences, and the categories and practlces that define 

feminism. (101-2). 
Biddy Martin argues similarly that Foucault's analysis of power as 
capillary, and of resistance as multi·sited, may be o~ mor~ use to 
feminists than totalizing theories of power such as liberalism and 

M · (1988 3-20 and see also Hekman 1990). arx1sm • ' · bl' 
Responding to Fraser and McNay's critique of a disa mg nor-

mative vacuum in Foucault, Grimshaw reads Foucault as pr~ble~a
tizing-rather than jettisoning-general principles of equality, JUS

rice and mumality (Grimshaw 1993, 58-61). F~uc~ult, fo.r ~er; 
offers the important recognition tha~ gener~ p_nnc1ples prov1d 
no guarantee in politics; their specific a?~hcan~n.s are always .a 
good deal messier and inconclusive. Feminist politics can benefit 
from Foucault's recognition that those principles n_ee.d co~stant 
inrerpretation and reinterpretation, and that. feminism ts not 
immune from unequal power relations and their effects. . . 

While some suggest that Foucault can be useful to feminism 
in his 'deconstructive' or critical mode, but less useful as a recon
suuctive advocate of change, Grimshaw argues th~t t~e~e tw~ 
aspects cannot be separated out so clearly. Foucault s cr1uq~e. 1s 
bound up with (caurious) reconstructive implic~r.ions for ~ohucs 
and ethics. These rule our certain kinds o~ pohu~s (e.g. liberat
ing a true self, identity or desire, identifying a single so~rce of 
oppression, a belief in perfecr equality), but at the same t~me. at 
least imply the possibility of other kinds, based on ambiguity, 

contradiction and complexity. 
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Lloyd has also argued that rejecting the model of emancipa· 
tory politics with an autonomous, foundationalist subject 
changes the nature of politics, but does not do away with the 
possibility of politics altogether (Lloyd 1996, 258-9). For her, 
Foucault opens up the boundaries of the political in a number of 
ways (242). He challenges the logic of identity politics by argu
ing that the 'we' should not be previous to the political questions 
it aims to resolve, but should rather be the 'result-the necessar
ily temporary result-of the question as it is posed in the new 
terms in which one formulates it' (Foucault 1984b, 385, cited in 
Lloyd 1996, 245). 

For feminism this means that the differences between 
women cannot simply be disposed of by finding a unity beneath 
the difference; unity is rather a production that is always shifting 
and unstable (245). For Lloyd, a Foucauldian feminist politics 
challenges the need for a position of transcendence from which 
to act, as McNay argues, and the desirability of a pre-drawn map 
of fundamental change, as Ramazanoglu suggests. 

Foucault's 'doubled politics' of critique allied to self-fash
ioning instead aims rn produce sites of concestation over the 
meanings and contours of identity, and over the ways in which 
different practices are mobilized, from within the heart of domi· 
nant culture and power relations (250). It offers no guarantees in 
advance about which contestations or practices will bear fruit; 
but, for Lloyd, this is also part of Foucault's understanding of 
freedom as a practice, an incessant evasion of normalization 
through subversion, refusal and resignification, and not as 'eman
cipatory social transformation' (251). 

How such a politics of uncertainty might be actualized in 
specific cor{!:litions remains a challenge for feminists engaging 
with Foucault. As I noted above, for many to date, the preferred 
strategy has been to turn to Butler's notion of performativity. 
Certainly Butler's own insistence on the possibilities of effective 
politics without a foundational subject owes much to her under
standing of Foucault's model of prnductive power (see especially 
Butler 1992), as does her insistence that it is possible to turn 

power against itself ro produce alternative modalities of 
power, to establish a kind of political contestation that 
is not a 'pure' opposition, a 'transcendence' of contem· 
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porary relations of power, but a difficult labour of forg
ing a future from resources inevitably impure. (Butler 

1993, 241) 
But, as I have also noted above, there are limits to the extent to 
which Butler's notion of performativity in particular, and her 
overall view of power, language and identity in general can be 
made co 'fie' wirh a Foucauldian model. Those wanting to develop 
the possibilities of a Foucauldian feminist politics would do well 
to expand their repertoire of strategies and tactics beyond Butler. 

One possible area for this expansion ls suggested by Sawicki 
who, while acknowledging Butler's concributions, also points to 
the ways in which Donna Haraway's elaboration of cyborg- and 
affinity-policies builds on a Foucauldian basis to imagine ways of 
constructing political unities without relying on a logic of appro
priation, incorporation and taxonomic classification (Sawicki 
1996, 168-9). For Haraway (1991), the 'we' of feminist politics 
should be seen, not as a taken-for-granted ground or resource, 
but as an ongoing, difficult and possible achievement, a formula
tion with strong Foucauldian resonances. Exploring the practical 
political implications of such Foucauldian formulations remains 
an important challenge for future feminist scholarship. 

Notes 

Irene Gedalof 
University of North London 

l See, in particular, Ann Laura Stoler's important work to recover 
and reconsider the place of' race' in Foucault's later work, and to 
consider its usefulness and limitations in colonial and postcolo
nial contexts, which I regret not being able to discuss here (Stoler 

1995). 
2 A furrher point of disagreement between feminist theorists con

cerns whether to consider Foucault as a largely idealist or mate
rialist thinker. Almost without exception those who agree whh 
Soper that Foucaulc takes his distance from 'materialist premises' 
(Soper 1993, 36), and is primarily concerned with questions of 
discourse and representation, find his politics threatening to 

feminism. 
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In c.ontrast, those who claim rn find a Foucauldian h 
enabling for feminism tend to characterize l11·s work appro~cl · I as matena -
l~t,1·or da~ 'edast as problematizing the conventional idealist/ mate-
ria 1st 1v1 e by j · · h · nsisnng on t e mrerdependence of dt's · d · 1 · cursive 
a
1
n matena practices. In addition to those discussed h 

a so Hekman (1990) H ere see , . . , . ennessey (1993) and Barrett (1991) for 
matenal!st readings of Foucault. 
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BOOK REVIEWS 

Becoming Divine: Towards a Feminist Philosophy of Religion 
Grace M. Jantzen, Manchester University Press 1998 
h/b £45 0 7190 5354 4, p/b £15.99 0 7190 5355 2 
At the outset Grace Jantzen states her aims in this wide-ranging 
text with admirable clarity: to explore the possibilities of a femi
nist philosophy of religion beyond mere critique of the standard 
debates of Anglo-American academia. Prior attempts at such a 

critique had led her to a repressive repetition of those debates 
which endorsed the very masculinist structures she sought to 
reject. In order rn set forth alternative structures, she turns to the 
strategies of continental thought, particularly psychoanalysis and 
deconstruction. 

By adopting another way of thinking, she is able to propose 
a 'divine becoming' intended to challenge every aspect of the phi
losophy of religion. A good deal of the text is therefore concerned 
with introducing continental thought to those within that disci
pline, as well as with demonstrating its merit for a feminist phi
losophy of religion. While its lucidity and accessibility ensures 
that it will be of interest to any feminist, this is a text fai[hful to 

its title in its preoccupation with transforming a discipline. 
Jantzen certainly succeeds in making the standard debates of 

Anglo-American philosophy of religion appear truly tedious and 
constipated, stuck in the concepts of a scientific Christian 
modernity. From her analysis it would seem chat it is a discipline 
with a mistaken identity, more concerned with the Christian the
ology of post-Reformation individualism than with philosophy 
proper-other religions are treated as anthropological curiosities. 

By exam!'ning the work of Richard Swinburne and Brian 
Davies, among others, Jantzen replays psychoanalytical argu
ments against the given, rational and unified ego in favour of the 
constitured subject who becomes. She deconstrucrs the general 
'text' of the philosophy of religion to demonstrate its dependen
cy upon a theist/atheist binary: one which supports the same 
conception of God as rational, transcendent, disembodied, 
unique and omniscient-in short, a God who is masculine. What 
is more, Jantzen argues that this conception partakes of a 
Wesrern symbolic steeped in necrophilia, which renders access to 
the divine primarily a marter of salvation in the afrer-life. 
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While Jantzen's response to this scenario is co open up 
Anglo-American philosophy of religion to its continental Other, 
it is to Luce Irigaray in particular that she owes inspiration for 
her project. The contours of Jantzen's argument for becoming 
divine are shaped by lrigaray's thought-by lrigaray's insisrence 
upon a passional divine formed through desire rather than in the 
image of a unique rational being. However, lrigaray is not dis
cussed at length, although her writing is frequently cited in the 
form of chapter epigraphs along with that of mediaeval mystics 
whom Jamzen finds a creative resource for a feminist religious 
symbolic. This is disappointing, since a more detailed engage
ment with Irigaray might have been illuminating for Jantzen's 
own project, particularly in addressing che problems of a specifi

cally gendered notion of the divine. 
Where Irigaray is discussed, her thought is closely associated 

with Derrida's-an unfortunate typographical error on p. 73 
actualiy attributes a quotation from lrigaray to him. This does 
not in any way detract from the rigour of the text and Janczen's 
scrupulous fairness in her discussion of other positions. This 
error does perhaps inadvertently point to a primacy attributed to 
Derrida's thought which is not uncommon. Even if specific 
aspects of his work are criticized, feminist appropriations of con
tinental thought often display a reverence for his strategies 
which, from the feminist point of view, might be worrhy of more 

scepticism. 
Jantzen's thought is particularly engaging here when she 

deals wir:h other feminist writers-cheologians and philosophers 
alike-with the aim of developing a possible feminist symbolic. 
She is critical of those, such as Rosemary Radford Ruether and 
Elisabeth Schussler Fiorenza, who attempt to locate the source of 
feminist theology in women's experience. The diversity of that 
experience is nevertheless viewed as valuable and positive if it is 
theorized as constructed experience, a procedure Jantzen under
takes with the assistance of standpoint theory. She argues that 
experience can then contribute to creating a feminist religious 
symbolic, though it must be accompanied by an engagement with 
the texts of the Christian tradition given their enduring relevance 
to creating and maimaining the Western symbolic. 

Indeed, ic is by returning to biblical texts that Jantzen finds 
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support. for her alter~ative philosophy of religion, which is based 
on an idea of flourishing as opposed to death and l . Fl · h" · sa vanon. 

ouns. mg is a metaphor for human life that entails inner 
dhnam1sm and potential for fruitfulness; it is a positive philoso
~ .Y, of openness, love and community. It relates to Jamzen's def
mmon ~f human beings not as Being-unto-death but as natals 
and wh1ch draws . upon the work of Adriana Cavavero and 
Hannah Arendt. As1de from highlighting important feminist phi
los~phy, Janr:en's ~iscussion of the latter in particular is fasci
n~tmg, ~spec~ally m the way she juxtaposes Arendt's thought 
with Levma.s m order to consider an ethic of natality. 

. To attribute such philosophical and possibly ontological sig
mficance to the fact of birth is very much a 'breath of fresh air' 
as Jantze~ argues. She demonstrates its potential for radically 
transfor~mg the Western symbolic and its religious structures 
not least rn t~e e~phasis it lends to the relationship between self 
and other which 1s continuously negotiated. What is mo h"l 
h · · f bl f re, w 1 e 

s e JUStl Ia Y re uses to reduce natality to motherhood 
l d h 'd , we are 

~·so spare t e 1 ea that it can be analysed apart from actual 
lrth a~d motherhood. However, in Jantzen's elaboration it is 

unquest10nably a utopian notion, open to criticisms similar to 
those l.eveJled at Irigaray. The exhortadon to love here is over
whelmmg. ~onflict is not denied, but it is largely attributed to 
the mascuhne necrophilic symbolic (and indeed to men), and 
forms no ~art. of.a flourishing of natals, whose primary concern 
would be justice m the context of community. 

_F.or Jantzen this text is a bridge between two philosophical 
tradmons and an ~pening towards a feminist religious symbolic. 
She fo~ms ~h~t bridge an.d creatively furthers Irigaray's idea of 
becommg d1vme, developing a distinctively pantheistic stance in 
contrast to ~he latter's double divine. She touches upon the issue of 
;vhy becommg should be divine, but her refusal to dwell on chat 
1ss~e. mean~ that she is unlikely to convert trenchant omsiders to 
rehg10us discourse, however illusory that 'outside' · h b R h B . mig t e. 

at er, ec~m.mg Divine provides a wealth of resources for philoso-
phers of religion, and for feminists open to the divine to k 'r. , . ' ma ea 
re 1g10us contrrbution to transforming masculinisr culture. 

Alison Martin 
Derby 
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At the Heart of Freedom: Feminism, Sex and Equality 
Drucilla Cornell, Princeton University Press, 1998 
h/b £28.50 0 691 10289 74, p/b £9.50 0 691 02896 6 . . 
This is an important and exciting book, falling withi~ c~e disc~
pline of feminist legal studies and, more ge~erally, w1thm femi
nist philosophy. Here, Drucilla Cornell contmues to develop her 
unique position, first proposed in her last book, The Ir:iagzn~ry 
Domain: Abortion, Pornography and Sexual Harassment, m which 
she combines a philosophical principle, deri:ed_ mainly from a 
reworking of Kant, with a concrete legal prmc1ple. (The legal 
principle is to work as a test to be app~ied in cou~t cases.). S~e 
brings to bear a philosophical analysis t~ pr~c:1cal ~em1mst 
issues, such as adoption, the meaning of the family and interna-

tional human rights. . 
Whilst Cornell addresses problems chat have amen from 

feminist debates-and reacrions to feminism, withi~ the US
her ai.m, as illustrated by the chapter 'Troubl;d .Legacies: Human 
Rights, Imperialism and Women's Freedom, is. to. produce. an 
approach to law thac is generally applicable. She is muated with
in the liberal tradition in the US and therefore app~ars to be 

h · down the gauntlet to her liberal contemporaries, show-t rowing . b 
ing how her feminist position must be accepted 1f they ar~ to e 
consistent with their own arguments. This is a pr.a~n:1at1c, bur 
also potentially dangerous, move. It e~t:ils ~he_Poss1b1hty of los
ing the more radical edge that is exphcu: withm her work when 
she stresses the importance of socialism, critical race theory ~nd 
issues of sexuality as well as feminism. Withi~ t~e mor.e radical 
frameworks, simply adding women into the ex1stmg social struc
ture will not suffice. However, she does address_ these problems, 
along with the arguments against rights, in detail. 

Cornell proposes a new solution to the old problem of 
equality/difference, whereby women are caught between the need 
to argue chat they should have the same rights as men becau.se 
they are just like men and the need to have rights th~t are specif
ic to women. She argues thar women should have nghrs, not as 
women, but as persons. However, she avoids the proble'.11 of the 
male being viewed as the neutral measure, as the para~1~~ case 
of what it means to be a person, by her open-ended defrnmon ~f 
h ' ' Here she draws from and reworks Kant s t e term person . , 
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meaning of the term. Central to her argument is the emphasis she 
places upon freedom. For Kant the person was free if he could 
abstract himself from his own circumstances and desires and 
make a decision based purely upon reason. For Cornell, the per
son is free if s/he can go beyond the limits dictated by stereo
types, to imagine her/himself differently. This imaginative leap is 
a collective experience, as illustrated by Cornell's reference to our 
collective imaginary or 'imaginary domain'. 

To become a person is described by Cornell as 'a project', 
which we should all have equivalent rights co pursue. This links 
with her selective use of Lacan. To be a person involves being able 
to imagine yourself differently, both consciously and uncon
sciously. In keeping with liberalism, there should be no defini
tion, in law, of what it is to be a person, just as there should be 
no pre-existing definition of whar it is to live a good life. Each 
person should be a!lowed to explore what it means to be a 'per
son' through a social acting out of his or her identity. The law, 
Cornell argues, should provide space in which to act out identi
ty, without imposing any definition of what it is to be a person. 
She lays particular emphasis upon sexual identity which-contra 
Foucault-is viewed as central to our self-definition from the 
start. 

Unfortunacely, Cornell's 'project of becoming a person' often 
sounds like the US image of treating the person as an 'enterprise' 
in which the courts are set up as neutral arbitrators between indi
viduals. Cornell is an activist who is not naive about the conser
vatism of the courts but appears willing w rnn the risk of fight
ing liberals in their own territory to produce positive practical 
outcomes for yomen. Her work raises interesting questions about 
the relationship between theory and practice, sometimes as a sub
text to her work. Just as her early hero, Adorno, stressed the need 
to engage with contemporaries, so she deals with her liberal con
temporaries in the US, such as Richard Dworkin and Rawls, who 
are mostly unlikely allies of feminism. The fact that her approach 
to theory is both eclectic-drawing from a wide number of theo
retical sources-and also focused upon the cashing out issues of 
practical concern makes her work both exciting and very original. 

The way in which her proposed legal test meshes with the 
philosophy is detailed. In a reworking of Kane and Rawls she uses 
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the following argument: we may not be free and equal as things 
scand. Nevertheless, we should be treated as if we were free and 
equal persons in law. Therefore, the question 'would free and 
equal people agree to this decision?' should be asked every time 
judges decide a particular case. 

Whereas Rawls' use of Kant entails asking the question 'what 
would free and equal people agree to?' only as a thought experi
ment, Cornell wants ro keep the question in play in reality. Rawls 
envisages that if people (actually 'heads of household' envisaged 
as men) were asked to devise legal principles, without being rold 
where they would be posidoned within a social hierarchy, they 
would produce a fair system. They would come up with the fixed 
rules that Rawls then supplies! Cornell wams to have the same 
question repeated in court (as a legal principle) to promote the 
rights of women and other 'minorities'. So, for example, women 
would not agree to put up wirh having pornographic pictures in 
the workplace, because when the question is asked 'would free 
and equal people agree to this?' the answer is 'no'. Further, free 
and equal persons would not agree to this treatmem because it 
undermines their 'project of becoming a person' by imposing 

someone else's fantasy upon them. 
This rights-claim cannot be defeated by the argument that 

women are not, in reality, free and equal. The point is that they 
should be ueated as if they were. This is part of her argument in 
favour of her 'utopian' vision. Linked with this, she argues that 
the central role of freedom (in women's claim for rights as per
sons) means that women avoid claiming equality on the grounds 
of any similarity with men. They are to be given political recog
nition as persons, with the right to represent their own sexuate 
being. (She uses the term 'sexuate' to bring together issues of 
both sex and sexuality to subvert the legal position in the US
and UK-in which discrimination as to sexuality tends to be 
neglected.) Against criticisms of utopianism, she also argues that 
whatever social transformations are possible cannot be known in 

advance. 
If I have concerns about this framework, it is not that it is 

utopian. Cornell does not make suggestions that could only work 
in a utopia. If any(hing, she works in the opposite direction, giv
ing practical legal solutions to legal controversies that have 
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occurred in the US. Her discussion of the dreadful US case f 
Johnson Controls, in which women were prevented from ki 

0 

· h" hi wor ng 
111 ~ Jg Y. paid area of work unless they had been sterilized, to 
avo1~ the ns~ to any foetus from lead exposure, is anything but 
utopia~. Whilst recognizing that nobody should have to endure 
such. risks, she .argues that it should be for women to weigh up 
the nsks to their health compared to their need to work. 

. W~ilst r~is~ng feminist issues about protective workplace 
leg1slat1on, th1s 1s broadly reminiscent of the En 11· h · h g s n1neteent -
century tort cases in which employers were not viewed as liabl 
for unsafe working conditions. In language similar to Cornell's: 
but employed for an entirely different purpose, it was argued that 
employees were free and equal and could choose for themselves 
whether or not to work in these unsafe conditions! This argu
ment. wa~ ~se~ to prevent employees suing employers for the 
result~n~ In Junes. C~rnell, who describes herself as a socialist and 
a femrn1st, does not tgnore the economic imperative under which 
workers submit to unsafe conditions. Her solution-to argue for 
women :o be .all~wed to choose for themselves-is not utopian. 
A more utopian solution would, at the very least, be to refuse 
those conditions for everyone. 

Whilst Corn~ll's ~nalysis of Kam appears central the argu
~ents developed m th1s work, her politics are not derived from 
tt. The same applies Jo her engagement with other theorists 
including Lacan. She makes some imaginative suggestions fo; 
lega~ ~eform, par~lcularly within the area of adoption (which is 
sens~tlve to the stigma of the 'birth mother' who has been forced 
to give up her child by economic and/or political circumstances) 
and thes_e suggestions are strengthened by an excellent discussion 
of the broadened definition of the family. Whilst these do not 
necessarily rely upon her stated conceptu.al framework, they are 
none the worse for that. Thus, this book often works well with
out needing to rely upon the philosophy that is used as its justi
fication. 

Janice Richardson 
Staffordshire University 
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The Story I Tell Myselfi A li>nture in Existential Autobiography 
Hazel E. Barnes, University of Chicago Press, 1997 
bib £21.00 0 226 03732 0, p/b £12.00 0 226 03733 9 
This book deserves to be much better known. There are few 
enough autobiographies by women philosophers, and th~s one is 
acutely observed, beautifully written, and a work of philosop~y 
in its own right. For the 21st century resear~her interes~ed rn 
what it was like to be a woman philosopher m Arnenc~ in .the 
middle years of the last century, this is an import,ant ~1stonc~I 
document. More importancly, it offers one womans ph1losoph1-
ca1 meditation on the choices that she made and that gave shape 

to her life. 
Best known for her translation of Sartre's Being and 

Nothingness, Hazel Barnes was a key figu~e in the i.ntroduction to 

Existential philosophy in North America and, mdeed, to the 
English-speaking world. As well. as lect.uring on Existe~tialism 
and writing numerous philosophical arndes on .the su~Ject, ~he 
also authored several works in her own right, including 
Humanistic Existentialism: The Literature of Possibility (1959), An 
Existentialist Ethics ( 1967) and The Meddling Gods { 197 4) '. 

The Story I Teil Myself opens with an account of growrng u.p 
in a Christian fundamentalist household in North Pennsylvama 
in the years between the two World War~. (Hazel ~ames was bo.rn 
in 1915 .) It then moves into a compelling narrauve of the ~en es 
of intellectual conversions that led Hazel Barnes from berng a 
teacher of classics w a professor of philosophy: one, mor.eover, 
who allied herself intellectually with the philosophical atheism of 
the French Existentialists. Implicit within the texc is also a nar
rative of retirement and growing old, and a story of 
female/female friendships, told nor in the confessional n::ode, but 
with old-fashioned modesty. Thoughtful (often acerbic) com· 
ments on discourse theory, deconstructionist philosophy and the 
'new' feminisms accompany Barnes' ins~stent asking of. th;~ 
Sartrean question, 'Have I outlived the project that wa~ my life. 

Barnes identifies as a feminist, but also dearly signals her 
feeling that she belongs to an earlier generation: one that stresses 
'equality' above difference (202ff.). 'As everybo~y knows, the avant~ 
garde is eventually transformed by passersby rnto the rear guard, 
she remarks ruefully, but without self-pity. 'If you ride che crest 
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of the wave, you go down when it does' (170). Clearly Barnes is 

aware that her particular mode of Existentialist feminism that 
was once so fashionable has 'gone down' (at least temporarily). 

One would like to hope that the 1999 celebrations of the 
50ch anniversary of the publication of The Second Sex might have 
provided some comfort to Barnes. But it seems somewhat doubt
ful, given her caustic comments on some of the new readings of 
Beauvoir. Kate and Edward Fullbrook's Simone de Beauvoir and 
Jean-Paul Sartre: The Remaking of a Twentieth-Century Legend 
( 1994) is picked out for special critique. Barnes believes that the 
Fullbrooks overstate Beauvoir's creativity, by suggesting that she 
was the most original philosopher and that Sartre was incapable 
of writing philosophy without her help. 

Since Hazel Barnes is usually associated with a defence of 
Sartre's philosophical position (including defences of Sartre's 
ontology against feminist critics who found his metaphorics of 
'holes' and 'slime' sexist), it is particularly interesting to discover 
that Barnes felt in some respects closer to Beauvoir and Camus 
than she did to Sartre. As Barnes puts it, she found Sartre less 
appealing than Beauvoir or Camus partly because she found 'a 
certain abrasiveness' in him as a 'person'-a person she never 
met, except in print-and partly because 'in spite of Sartre's spe
cific plea for the necessity of putting persons before ideas, his 
concern for others seemed to me more abstract, less emphatical
ly compassionate' thailthat found in Beauvoir or Camus ( 161). 

I found Barnes account of her failure to meet Sanre in 1957 
during a visit to Paris (154) almost painful. There was a muddle 
about Sartre's diary which Barnes tries-but without much con
viction-to blame on his secretary. She then goes on to remark: 
'I never tried [co meet Sartre] again, partly because I realized that 
neither Sartre's English nor my oral French was adequate for the 
kind of conversation I wanted.' I could not help wondering 
whether a male philosopher who had done so much for Sartre in 
America-and who had immersed himself so thoroughly in 
Sartre's ontology whllst also developing and critiquing that sys
tem-would have surrendered in so defeatist a fashion to the 
impossibilities of a philosophical conversation with the 'master'. 
In places Barnes clearly recognizes that she is also an original and 
important philosopher, but she also has a tendency to situate her-
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self as just a commentator and 'imperfect' rranslaror of his 
Sartre's voice. The narrative that she tells of her treatment by 
publishers and other Sartrean scholars shows why this .wo~a::1 
philosopher who claims not to have expe.rie.nced over~ ~iscrim1-
nation, nevertheless gradually started to lHmt her ambitions .. 

Barnes did finally meet Beauvoir in 1984, and there 1s a 
carefully nuanced account of this encounter between 'the cat and 
the queen' (181 ff.). We learn that Beauvoir was in many :"ays for 
Barnes 'the apotheosis of the woman I wanted to be (185). 
Perhaps because of this identification, Barnes u.nfashiona~ly:
but, I think, correctly-refuses to situate Beauvoir as the v1ct1m 
in the Sartre/Beauvoir pairing. On the other hand, this leaves 
Barnes with a problem. As somebody who is clearly herself. i? 
woman-centred relationships, Barnes is bothered by Beauvoir s 
explicit and emphatic denial of sexual relationships with women 
when, as we now know, this was dearly untrue. Barnes professes 
herself pleased that she did not know of the autobi.ographical 
material in the journals and Letters To Sartre at the ume of the 
meeting in 1984. Beauvoir dearly 'failed miserably' in maintain
ing the honesty in relationships that Barnes has made part of the 

project of her own life. 
I have long been interested in the question of why so many 

women philosophers in the mid-20th century seem to have been 
drawn towards Sartre. After all, there weren't that many women 
in the profession, and yet some of the most important books on 
Sartre were written by women. As well as Hazel Barnes, books by 
Iris Murdoch and Mary Warnock also come to mind. In this 
respect, The Story I Tell Myself provides some fascinating insights. 
We see how che ontological frame that Sartre develops allows 
Barnes to think about questions of relarionality and selfhood that 
have mattered so much to women. At the same time we are 
allowed to see that Barnes herself values the life of the mind 
above sexual, or even familial, relationships. If to be an intellec
tual is (as it is somecimes jokingly defined) to value books and 
ideas above sex, what Hazel Barnes provides us with is the life of 
an intellectual. Indeed, in this respect she seems to be more of an 
intellectual than either Sartre or Beauvoir! 

We know that Beauvoir had difficulty in conceiving of her
self as a philosopher at all and instead situated herself as a 'nov-
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elist' and 'writer'. I think Barnes does manage (despite her intel
lectual modesty) to conceive herself as a philosopher, and not 
simply as a translarnr and commentator. The srory she tells shows 
that she is right so to do. Indeed, it is this existentialist autobi
ography that functions as her most notable contribution to phi
losophy. Indeed, it would provide an ideal text on a number of 
undergraduate (and graduate) philosophy and literature pro
grammes, and also for courses on women's studies and autobiog
raphy. 

Barnes uses the Sartrean notion of the 'singular universal' in 
constructing rhe narrative of her life (xii ff.). She explicidy posi
tions the account that she provides of her own uniqueness as a 
singular existent as somewhere between the brief philosophical 
autobiography offered by Sartre in Words and the more expansive 
account provided by Beauvoir's four volumed aucobiography 
(xviii). In "'I am not a philosopher": Simone de Beauvoir and the 
Delirium of Genius' (WPR 12, 1994) I have argued that iris par
ticularly difficult for a woman philosopher to think of herself 
both as individual-as uniquely herself-and yet also represent
ing the universal. For me, one of the masc interesting and mov
ing things about The Story I Tell Myself is watching a renowned 
woman philosopher trying to explore her own specificity, whilst 
also trying to align herself with universal singulier of Sartrean 
ontology and ethic~. It's a fascinating account that is scrupulous 
in its attempt at self-honesty. Read it! 

Christine Battersby 
University of Warwick 

Moral Understandings: A Feminist Study in Ethics 
Margaret Urban Walker, Routledge 1998 
h/b £45 0 415 91420 s. p/b £12.99 0 415 91421 3 
The 'moral understandings' of Walker's tide are the understand
ings that more or less successfully hold together a community 
that is, among other things, a moral community. They are the 
shared understandings that pick out and make intelligible the 
activities and concerns that are the matter of morality. As a fem
inist study in ethics, this is a book that draws on the now famil
iar cridcism of the 'justice' tradition in moral philosophy. The 
'theoretical-jutidical' model, in Walker's terms, is said to prnvide 
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a template for moral theorizing in the 20th century, at least that 
which is taken seriously. 

Ir has become fairly commonplace in feminist ethics and 
beyond to contrast the 'ethics of justice' with the 'ethics of care'. 
However, like many feminists, Walker is dissatisfied with this 
alternative. Although the care perspective articulates the way in 
which some women's voices have been silenced at the expense of 
the voices of some men, it by no means prov.ides a voice for all 
women, or for all of those men who have also suffered exclusion. 
Further, where claims are made ro represent 'women's' experi
ences, feminist ethicists fall into the same epistemological trap 
that they began by challenging. 

Nevertheless, Walker contends that the ways in which cred
ibility and authority have been contested by feminists provide 
examples of a 'critical epistemology' (57), according to which 
claims to represent moral life are questioned and the partial char
acter of those with intellectual authority is brought back into 
view. It is just this kind of critical epistemology that we need for 
moral understanding and which forms the backbone of Walker's 
'expressive-collaborative model' of moral inquiry (9). 

Understanding morality requires an understanding not only 
of specifically moral matters, but also of the social worlds within 
which moral worlds are enmeshed. Moral knowledge is socially 
situated, and more importantly, since people's social situations 
differ, different people will know different things. The expres
sive-collaborative model interrogates the alleged authority of 
some of these knowledge-claims at the expense of the discredit
ing or simple disappearance of others. Here there is a call for 
'transparency': for a view of 'what is really there' (216). Are 
things the way that we think they are, in particular are they as 
good as we chink they are, or could they be betted 

This quest for transparency can only take place within a par
ticular social wOild, however, and so what we are looking at is not 
something that might be called 'real' morality, but 'actual social
ly embedded practices of responsibility' (204). Further, when we 
recognize that rhese practices embody differentials of power, rhen 
by focusing on those points where there is inequality or uneven
ness, we can bring into view previously hidden, excluded and 
subjugated experit>nces, testimonies and knowledges (220). 
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There is far more to this book than a short review can cover. 
In particular, the central strategy of 'charting responsibilities' 
deserves more attention, as do Walker's meditations on the prob
lems of cross-cultural criticism. Here Walker's concern is not 
only with what we can say about the moral practices of others
and she holds that we are sometimes justified in saying that our 
practices are better than theirs-but also with what we are enti
tled to d~ in response to this. There are of course epistemologi
cal quesnons about the nature and scope of moral authority, but 
added to this we have to look at the history of 'missionary zeal' 
~~ at some of the policies and practices that have been justified 
m its name. 

A further notable feacure of Walker's argument is her focus 
on utilitarianism rather than Kantian deontology as indicative of 
the problems inherent in rhe theoretical-juridical model. Her 
analysis of Henry Sidgwick's Methods of Ethics (1874) casts new 
and illuminating light on the continuing dominance of utilitari
an reasoning within the justice tradition, despite its many and 
well-documented weaknesses. 

This focus contrasts with much of what has been written on 
the ethics of care, where Kantian deomology is targeted, often in 
a way that does not give due credit rn its comparative richness. 
Indeed, Walker acknowledges the value of certain features of 
deontology (92). However, in chapter 8 Walker's account of 
'stereotype vulnerabiliry' suggests that there are se1·ious obstacles 
to the deontologists' project of testing moral principles through 
trying to imagine oneself in the place of another-at least where 
this consists in trying to imagine what it is like rn be that other, 
and where this involves a retreat from the social world. 

This is certainly a book that I would recommend to those 
interested in feminist ethics and feminist epistemology. Those 
who are unfamiliar with Walker's work will find this an accessi
ble introduction; those who have followed the development of 
her thought will find it satisfyingly rich. 

Susanne Gibson 
St. Martin's College, Lancaster 
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Feminist Thought: A More Comprehensive Introduction 
Rosemarie Putnam Tong, Westview Press 1998 

Review 

h/b US$69 O 8133 3332 6, plb £17.28 0 8133 3295 8 
The first edition of Feminist Thought published in 1989 was at 
the time regarded as one of the most invaluable guides through a 
wide diversity of complex, feminist thought. This second, more 
comprehensive, edition shares all the virtues of the first. 
Rosemarie Putman Tong has that rare gifc of being able to criti
cally grapple with, yet fully respect, the substance of widely dif
fering feminist critical approaches. In turn the reader is guided to 
think critically, respectfully and sympathetically. Although well 
aware that much feminist thought deliberately resists categoriza
tion, Tong has categorized theories because she considers that 
feminist thought is old enough to have a history of its own. 

This second edition retains categories established in the first 
edition-liberal, radical, Marxist and socialist, psychoanalytic 
and gender, exisrenrialist, postmodern~although extending and 
updating them. The two entirely new sections on multicultural 
and global feminism, and on ecofeminism add two major areas of 
feminist thought. The book as a whole is an invaluable starting 
point for any student or teacher of feminist philosophy, feminist 
theory, or women's studies. 

Rosemarie Pumam Tong makes useful connections between 
feminist theories of leading feminist writers whose work she anal
yses, and she points to the feminist practices which might flow 
from those positions. For example, she writes that global femi
nists are committed to the task of dispelling misunderstandings 
and creating alliances between third world women and first world 
women. The Egyptian writer, Nawal el Saadawi, has complained 
that 'Western women often go to countries such as Sudan and 
"see" only clitoridectomy, but never notice the role of multina
tional corporations and their exploited labor' (Third World 
Women and the Politics of Feminism, eds Mohanty et al., 224). 
The consequence, in practice, is that the same American woman 
who attends protests against clitoridectomy may.nor be willing to 
attend protests against the multinational corporation that pays 
her or her partner a substantial salary. 

That the personal is political has been a long-held tenet of 
feminist thought, and in Tong's new book it is extended to the 
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understanding that the local is global and the global is local. So, 
if a birth control device is rejected in the United States because 
it has been shown to damage women's health, feminists should 
insist that the company producing it does not try to sell it to 
third world women. Feminists from the first world and the third 
world-radically different worlds-need to form particular kinds 
of allegiances; the kind of relationship Aristotle defined in 
Nichomachean Ethics as being a 'partner in virtue and a friend in 
action' (Tong, 245). As bell hooks has explained, 'women do not 
have to eradicate difference to feel solidarity. We do not need to 
share common oppression to fight equally to end oppression' 
(Feminist Theory: From Margin to Centre, 1984, 404). 

Ecofeminism, as Tong explains it, is scrongly related to glob
al feminism; the dimension it adds is the focus on human beings' 
attempts to dominate the nonhuman world. Rachel Carson, in 
her 1962 book, The Silent Spring, has warned that 'man's assaults 
upon the environment ... the contamination of air, earth, rivers 
and sea with dangerous and even lethal materials [will undoubt
edly] shatter or alter the very material ... upon which the shape 
of the future depends' (16-23). The first world, in its colonizing 
fervour, frequently has litde respect for local knowledge and 
needs. 

Vandana Shiva, in her 1989 book, Staying Alive, wrote of the 
way the Indian forest was viewed by British imperialists as a tim
ber mine rather than as a central mechanism for soil and water 
conserva:ion. Th; consequence of the splitting of life-giving and 
life-maintaining functions of the forest from its commercial 
value has been the destruction of essencial ecological processes to 
which forests and trees contribute. The struggles of women, trib
al peoples and peasants, who are guided by a sense of the forest 
as a life-support system, are further being shattered by reduc
tionist science and biotechnologies. 

Whereas in the 19th century raiding operations for third
world countries' goods were masked under imperial rhetoric of 
'civilizing the natives', in the 20th century an arrogant masculin
ist science made spurious claims of superiority. Today markets 
and factories in the first world define as 'improvements' devast
ing damage the new biotechnologies impose on the third world. 
Where life itself has come to be seen as a commodity, feminist 
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thought may offer vital sites of resistance. 

Sexual Consent 

Pam Hirsch 
Homerton College, Cambridge 

David Archard, Westview Press 1998 
h/b £37.95 0 8133 3081 5, p/b £13.00 0 8133 3082 3, £13.00 
Loose \%men, Lecherous A-fen: A Feminist Philosophy of Sex 
Linda LeMoncheck, Oxford University Press 1997 
h/b £37.50 0 19 510555 9, p/b £17.99 0 19 510556 7 
In recent months the media have been full of references to 'sex': 
to sexual acts, to sexual relations, to sexual perversion; to false
hoods, morality and truth; to lies, cover-ups and exposures; to 
private and public matters. Sexual Consent and Loose Women, 
Lecherous Men: A Feminist Philosophy of Sex provide constructive 
alternatives to media sound-bites and partisan debates about 
' , sex. 

LeMoncheck's Loose Women, Lecherous Men offers a well
researched argument for a feminist philosophy which adopts 'a 
view from somewhere different' on sex and sexuality. This view is 
different from \he view from nowhere' and 'the view from some
where beuer'; it is neither a universal poim of view nor a partic
ular privileged viewpoint. 

The 'view from somewhere different' expects conflict on all 
issues related to sex; it accepts the absence of clear guidelines on 
sexual practices to allow for change; it involves becoming more 
comfortable with disagreemem than consensus. But LeMoncheck 
insists thar 'sexual difference' should replace 'sexual perver
sion' /'normality'. So, for instance, sado-masochism is not 
labelled perverse: it is an example of sexual difference; but this 
does nae mean different from the norm. Acceptance of sexual dif
ference dissolves the distinction between 'the norm' and 'the per
verse'. 

Moreover, this view from somewhere different requires the 
energy and the effort to enable world-travelling; these are 
requirements lacking in the views from nowhere and from some
where better. 'World-travelling' refers to the significant capacity 
of imaginatively engaging with the orher; learning how to engage 
with different perspectives involves learning how tO listen empa-

thetkalJy. Here LeMoncheck has appropriated Maria Lugones' 
conception of world-travelling to describe the way in which fem
inist philosophers of sex can acknowledge the bias and limitation 
of their own social location and still seek less partial knowledge 
and greater understanding than can be achieved by either claim
ing neutrality or trying to be everywhere. 

LeMoncheck supports her view with a distinctive take on 
feminist epistemology; world-travelling does not mean the end of 
rational deliberation about what we can know. Instead it 
demands imagination and rational discussion to achieve knowl
edge of sex in different social locations. Yet LeMoncheck includes 
the prescription that we do not claim sexual perversion when 
reports of sex conflict with our notions of normality. Thinking in 
terms of sexual difference is, instead, supposed to 'open questions 
of the normative status of a variety of sexual practices and pref
erences' (101). 

Yet is this feminist philosophy too ambitious in its recogni
tion of both sexual exploration, passion and pleasure, and sexual 
oppression, subordination and domination? Can feminist 
philosophers consistently argue that under capitalism the sexual 
oppression of women decisively undermines any possibility of 
female sexual pleasure or any 'reasonable' standard for female 
sexual expression, whilst also claiming that sexual liberation has 
allowed women to explore their sexuality, desire and passion? 

LeMoncheck in~sts that both the cultural feminism (with its 
emphasis 'on the ways gender oppression informs sexuality') and 
the sex-radical feminism (with its emphasis 'on the ways that sex
ual liberation informs gender') can be held rogether in a dialectic 
between gender and sexuality (97). Nowhere is the consequent 
complexity-or contradiction-more threatening than in discus
sion what LeMoncheck terms 'sex work' (114). Sex work (such as 
prostitution and sado-masochism in pornography) shows 'the 
interplay of the subject/object dialectic'. To acknowledge this 
interplay is important if we are not to forestall discussion and 
polarize the 'debate on the meaning and morality of sex work' 
(116). 

LeMoncheck's chapter titles represent her tour of sexual top
ics, including promiscuity, pornography, prostitution, men's sex
ual intimidation of women', as well as the question '\Vhat is a 
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feminist philosophy of sexr'. The desire for empathetic under
standing which motivates the adoption of the 'view from some
where different' results in an impressive range of references and 
sources, and makes this a valuable source for developing a femi
nist philosophy of sex. 

The focus and scope of David Archard's philosophical anal
ysis of sexual conduct is much narrower-yet his book, Sexual 
Consent, direcdy confronts the complexi[y in judging se~ual 
practices. As such, Archard's book addresses some of the episte
mological and ethical judgments concerning sexual conduct chat 
are left unresolved by LeMoncheck's account. 

Archard focuses on a popular belief: whatever takes place in 
private between consenting adults should b~ allow_ed'. or, that 
whatever is consensual and harms no one else JS permtss1ble. Here 
the distinction be[ween public and private conduct is at work. 
Archard begins his analysis of what mighc be meant by_ '~onse~t' 
and what role it should play in the context of sexual activity with 
'Questions of Consent'. Archard then looks at the role of con
vention in sexual consent (chs 2-3) and examines a number of 
cases in which the standard conception seems inadequate (ch. 4). 

In chap[er 5 Archard addresses directly the Principle of 
Consensuality that 'a practice, P, is morally permissible if all 
those who are parries to P are competent to consent, give valid 
consent, and the interests of no other parties are significantly 
harmed'. The next three chapters assess the limits of the Principle 
of Consensuality considering areas of sexual conduct, including 
incest, prosritudon and sado-masochism' (ch. 6), the age of sex
ual consent' (ch. 7) and rape (ch. 8). 

Archard's analyis of sexual consent reaches a test case in dis
cussion of prostitution and sado-masochism-an equally crucial 
'case for LeMoncheck's world-travelling. But, within Archard's 
terms buying and selling sex (in the case of prostitution) and the 

' h ' ' harmfulness of sado-masochistic practices produce t e worry 
rhat 'the Principle of Consensuality remains inadequate to a 
proper evaluation of the sexual activity in ques~io.n' (98). . 

Archard's goal is ro demonstrate both that 1t ls far from sim
ple to claim chat 'there is only one rule on the sex game, and 
that's consent', and that the rule of consent 'is not so evident that 
it is or should be the only rule of the game' (148). He uncovers 
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two sets of problems with the popular belief about sexual con
sent. First, there exist questions about whether there is a robust 
and plausible understanding of consent which can play its appro-

role in the Principle of Consensuality. Second, there exist 
questions about whether, however consent is understood, the 
Principle of Consensuality supplies a sufficient or adequate moral 
evaluation of all sexual activity. Archard concludes that the prob
lems raised by these questions may be serious enough to persuade 
some people to give up the popular belief about consent. But he 
does not necessarily advocate this. 

Archard's critical study of a central rule concerning sexual 
conduct does clarify the terms of an important political critique 
of liberalism by feminist and communitarian philosophers. The 
critique challenges the particular theory of the individual and 
society which attributes normative status to the rule of consent 
in public and private conduct. Yet Archard exposes the decisive 
weakness of this: the critique holds for only a certain conception 
of consent. Hence he advocates a revised conception of consent 
which does not depend upon atomistic assumptions about indi
viduals and their actions: crucially, this would acknowledge that 
we are 'social creatures'. Archard urges that we not abandon too 
lightly the popular rule of consent in matters of sexual conduct. 

These two timely books have different styles and goals; one 
aims to achieve comprehensive understanding and the other crit
ical analysis, while ,both authors acknowledge the complexity in 
matters of sexual pracrice. Both are worth reading in order to 
consider and imagine possible philosophical responses to the 
increasingly popular reports about the sexual conduct of men and 
women. 

Pamela Sue Anderson 
University of Sunderland 

Daring to be Good: Essays in Feminist Ethico-Politics 
Bat-Ami Bar On and Ann Ferguson (eds), Routledge 1998 
h/b £37.50 0 415 91554 6, plb £12.99 0 415 91555 4 
This book is exciting, it probes the connections between ethical 
and political problems. Its challenge is timely. The temptation to 

yield to academic specialization in writing political theory or 
ethics furthers splits in Western thought chat feminism tries to 
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subvert. In ancient Greek philosophy, ethics and politics are 
inextricably linked: the just or good individual and the just or 
good polis are interdependent. All moves to resist a division 
between rhe right and the good-between justice, reason and 
policies, on the one hand, and values, feelings and private ethics, 
on the other-must be encouraged. The challenge to explicate 
feminist e•hico-politics is crucial and I welcome this important 
book. 

Bat-Ami Bar On and Ann Ferguson provide a clear 
Introduction with a genealogical sketch of the public/private, 
polidcs/erhics split. They acknowledge that even those feminist 
discourses that seek to rethink politics and ethics still tend to 
reproduce these splits, in ways that are demonstrated by their 
focus or entry point to issues. 

Bar On and Ferguson explain current debates in terms of 
rwo differing camps. One camp is concerned with rethinking pol
itics. Its members deconstruct liberal political theory and include 
Beyla Benhabib, Wendy Brown, Bonnie Honig, Chantal Mouffe, 
Susan Moller Okin, Anna Yeatman and Iris Marion Young. The 
editors accuse this group of being silent on the kinds of ethical 
values and political strategies that feminists should be pursuing. 
The other camp is described in terms of rethinking ethics camp. 
Its members are engaged in creating alternacive ethical visions 
and political practices. Included here are Kathryn Pyne 
Addelson, Sandra Lee Banky, Ferguson, Marilyn Friedman, Carol 
Gilligan, Virginia Held, Sarah Hoagland, Eva Kittay and Diana 
Meyers, Audre Lorde, Maria Lugones, Nel Noddings, Sara 
Ruddick, Penny Weiss and Cynthia Willett. This group is criti
cized because alternative visions do not confront rhe problem of 
justice for rhose outside one's own communities. 

The authors named may reasonably object to these critiques; 
however che editors point to the urgency of bridging the political 
and ethical. Indeed, the editors admit honescly that the articles in 
the collection fail. I was disappointed when the aU[hors did not 
rigorously susrain an ethico-political interdependence. 
Nevertheless the collection is an excellent indication of how fem
inists should proceed. 

In addition to the Introduction, the collection has seventeen 
new articles, all insisting that the personal is ethical and political 
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and requiring a situated ethico-political approach. It reinvokes a 
politics of the everyday chat was central to the New Left in the 
1960s. 

Part 1 of this anthology examines 'Moral Psychology'. 
Cheryl Hall suggests that the ability to act ethically and politi
cally requires agency and attention to the psyche's role. This is 
because the knowledge of what is personally rewarding is empow
ering in inspiring us to live meaningfully. Banky discusses bod
ies' relations to an ethico-political psychology, calling for a radi
cal revisioning of the body that extends our conceptions of beau
ty to encourage fantasy, play and imagination. Drawing on preg
nancy, Susan Dwyer looks at moral agency and embodiment, 
judgment and action in tandem with the bodily experiences of 
persons. Bar On discusses everyday violence, particularly the 
devaluation of humanity and dignity that occurs in Israel and 
Palestine, where the voices of women from unlike social locations 
speak of similarities of pain, a will to revenge and a lack of con
sideration for others. Their perspectives 'have been ethico-politi
cally impoverished by violence' (51). 

Parr 2 focuses on 'The Ethics and Politics of Knowledge'. 
Becky Ropers-Huilman maintains that the process of learning 
and teaching truth is as important as understanding what is 
truth. Feminist education is thus feminist politics. To secure a 
politically enriched ethics that is an ethically informed politics, 
Laurie Ann Whitt is critical of claims to value-neutrality and 
value-bifurcatron. Making reference to indigenist science, she 
supports critiques of the Human Genome Organisation that 
patents genes. If a gene is imbued with ancestral life spirit it can
not be an individual's property because it is part of the commu
nal heritage. 

Also in this section Lisa Heldke maintains that to act objec
tively and, therefore, responsibly requires understanding one's 
connections with others' needs, desires and interests. Victoria 
Davion, using the example of rape, maintains that the impor
tance of listening to the voices of marginalized subjects is a mat
ter of good science as well as of social jusrice. Reflexivity requires 
openness about the politics of research. Positional honesty incor
porates ethical values into epistemology. Also in Part 2 Renee 
Heberle criticizes feminist epistemology for privileging the sub-
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ject at the expense of the constitutive qualities of the object of 
knowledge. 

Part 3 looks at 'Identities and Communides'. Chris Cuomo 
and Lori Gruen call for a stronger ecological consciousness that 
exrends moral orientation to nonhuman animals. Jane Flax 
argues forthrightly that effective feminist politics and ethics 
require intersubjective multiplicity: a theorizing that moves 
beyond metaphors of intersections to encapsulate contradictory 
positions. Lugones writes of the relation between politics and 
Latina lesbian sexuality. Addelson and Helen Watson-Verran 
demonstrate how a 'feminist ethics has m be suitable for a femi
nist way of life' (13). Addelson focuses on a community family 
shelter she is involved in, and Watson-Verran expands on her 
educational programme in an Australian Aboriginal community. 
They wield moral theory as a feminist ethic, combining profes
sional, disciplinary, academic lives with the way of life of folk 
communities. 

Part 4 deals with 'Policy'. Dion Farquhar examines the fem
inist politics of reproductive technologies and pornography. 
Ferguson defends a feminist radical pragmatism as a context
based ethical approach. With regard to prostitution, she main
tains we need ideal and uansitional moralities and ways to nego
tiate between them, hence expands categories of morally basic, 
risky and forbidden practices. Sarah Begus extends these cate
gories to adolescents' usage of long-acting hormonal contracep
tives. Nancy Campbell, in criticizing the gendered nature of care, 
calls for feminist ethics to be based on political claims about how 
power and vulnerability are produced through policy for preg
nant drug addicts. 

Daring to be Good helps to imagine how feminist ethics can 
become more polidcally effective. It draws out the political ram
ifications of feminist ethics. As the editors note, most of the arti
cles do not fully achieve a feminist ethico-politics. However, this is 
an excellenc and provocative collection for students and aca
demics that highlighcs the connections between ethics and 'poli
tics. 

Elisabeth Porter 
Universi~y of Ulster at Coleraine 
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Simone de Beauvoir's The Second Sex: New Interdisciplinary 
Essays 
Ruth Evans (ed.), Manchester University Press 1998 
h/b £40 0 7190 4302 6, p/b £13.99 0 7190 4303 4 
At one time, existentialiscs and (post)structuralists were set up as 
adversaries, in an intellectual engagement in which it was neces
sary to take sides. It is becoming clearer now the extent ro which' 
the two 'parties' occupy the same intellectual space, and are, 
despite their differences, on speaking terms. This argument is 
made in Ruth Evans' introduction to a new collection of inter
disciplinary essays on The Second Sex, where she suggests that we 
can now recognize in Simone de Beauvoir's still astonishing 1949 
text 'the uncanny recurrence of preoccupations that supposedly 
arose after it was written' (3). Her essay appeals to Lyotard, 
Michel de Certeau and Judith Butler for interpretative schemas, 
re-evaluating The Second Sex in the light of recent theory. 

And in effect, when questions of representation and style and 
even performance are foregrounded, Simone de Beauvoir does 
look quire different. Only recently, around the time of her death 
in 1986 and after, she was being described as 'male-identified' 
and anti-women. The present collection, with its focus on 
Beauvoir's stylistics, her rhetorical strategies, her use of irony, her 
representational tactics, and her citationality, shows that it is 
possible to see Beauvoir with fresh and less hostile or ambivalent 
eyes. 

The cover Jshows a collaged woman resembling Simone de 
Beauvoir; one can see where strips of paper have been pasted on, 
but it is not dear that under the strips of paper there is anything 
more real-it looks as though there is yet another mask or layer. 
The effect is curiously disturbing. No doubt that is what is 
intended, since the intent of the essays is to dislodge seeded per
ceptions of Beauvoir and open up The Second Sex to the play of 
interpretations. In this respect, the essays by literary crirics
from both French and English Departments-are more illumi
nating than those by philosophers. 

Margaret Atack's paper links Beauvoir's demythifications 
with Roland Barthes's Mythologies, again showing the continuities 
between theorists who are often assigned to different 'sides'. Her 
main point, however, is to argue that English readers of the text 
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miss the way Beauvoir presents 'the discourses of the other, those 
she is arguing against, as a voice in the text' (50). The Second Sex 
is a multivocal text which dramatizes arguments about gender 
relations. The difficulty of working out who speaks and who is 
spoken echoes Beauvoir's theoretical point, the investigation of 
the 'mechanisms by which the individual internalizes and identi
fies with beliefs and processes which are neither discovered nor 

owned by the individual' ( 41). 
In a similar vein, Lorna Sage argues-startlingly but persua

sively-that Simone de Beauvoir is best understood as an anti
realist: 'a writer who systematically destabilised the relations 
between past and present, work and world on which realism 
depends' (97). She compares Beauvoir with practitioners of the 
French 'new novel' whh its deep suspicion of the world-view, 
stylistics and psychology of the 19th-century novel. Beauvoir 
would have hated the idea of reproducing the world as it is, in 
classic realist mode. Her project was always iconoclastic; she 
strove to re-invent and re-create: both her self (in writing) and 
the world. Sage thinks rhat she has been read much mo literally. 
I take Sage to be suggesting that feminists may be politically rad
ical, but political radicals may ofcen be conservative-not to say 
backward-looking-when it comes to reading literary texts. 

Nicole Ward Jouve writes her contribution as a fictional dia
logue between three women who are adroitly characterized and 
delineated, so that the open-ended dialogue abour Beauvoir in 
which they engage is located very precisely in the specifics of 
their own history and passions. As a fable about tl1e contingen
cies in the reception of Beauvoir, her essay may be read alongside 
that of Catherine Rodgers' account of the French reception of 
The Second Sex and its formative effect on the consciousness of 
the women who later became prominent in feminism. 

The surprising-yet not surprising-finding of the inter
views Rodgers carried our with well-known French feminists was 
the latter's refusal to recognize their connections to Beauvoir. 
Cixous is the paradigm case here: "'Beauvoir is not an enemy ... 
she is no one, nothing"', she says. The essay indicates that the 
right to call oneself 'feminist' is in itself still a bone of con
tention. As Lorna Sage points out, a partial explanation of this 
can be found in The Second Sex itself, in Beauvoir's view that all 
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revolurionaries must flout the figure of the mother (11 O). 
Beauvoir prophetically foresaw her own likely fate. 

The two essays by Catriona Mackenzie and Stephen Horton 
are more recognisably philosophical. Mackenzie looks for inter
nal tensions and contradictions in Beauvoir's argument, while 
Horton sketches out some of the reasons why Beauvoir has not 
been taken seriously by the analytic tradition. 

I strongly recommend this collection, which is accessible 
eno~g~ for und~rgraduate readers, and sophisticated enough for 
spec1al!sts. It brmgs a breath of fresh air to the study and under
standing of The Second Sex. Rather than being presented as an 
untouc~able icon who must be either automatically defended or, 
~lternauvely, t~rown off her pedestal in the revolutionary 
impulse, Beauvolr has been inserted into an intellectual tradition 
which poststructuralism has enabled us to retrospectively con
struct. 

Feminisms 

Margaret Whitford 
Queen Mary and Westfield College 

University of London 

Sandra Kemp and Judith Squires (eds), Oxford University Press 
1997 
p/b £11.99 0 19 289270 3 
This book raises some profoundly important questions that, in 
my view, resOJ:!ilte beyond the boundary of feminism or feminist 
theory. From the perspecrive of whom can any of us write? What 
kinds of generalization is it possible to make? Is autobiographical 
writing the 'truest' or the most valid? My training as a philoso
pher taught me to believe that the more impartial and unbiased 
the evidence that is presented in support of a truth claim, the 
more likely it is that the claim is true. But this collection, on the 
contrary, offers evidence of precisely the opposite view. 

Many of the pieces challenge, in what is now a familiar fem
inist refrain, the possibility of writing in a universal way about 
• , ' f h woman or women o t e south' or 'lesbian women'. Instead, 
some of the richest pieces are those that foreground their theo
retical pronouncements with an autobiographical note. As 
Elspeth Probyn puts it, 'the testimonies of individual women tor-
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tured and raped deeply challenge any notion of extrapolation to 

a global women's community.' Gloria Anzaldua's writing on 'ille
gal' Mexican women ('La mujer indoumentada'), bell hooks quot
ing Sojourner Truth's famous speech and Cora Kaplan, writing 
very differently in psychoanalytic vein about her own personal 
'history', all privilege che individual and the experiential against 
the universal. 

Whilst autobiography is one route through this question, 
the book provides a balance of opinion with Kate Soper present
ing some powerful arguments in favour of the universalizing 
voice. The book indeed, presents, through judicious and careful 
selection and editing of material, a nuanced outlook on a num
ber of issues: sexuality, epistemology, technology and subjectivi
ty. Almost all of the material has been published before, and 
some of it seems quite dated now, so what ls new about this book 
is the way in which the material is put together. I find the final 
section on technology the most interesting, partly because I have 
nor seen the articles selected here put together in quite this way 
anywhere else. 

In rheir Introduction the editors write: 'we-the editors
have worked on the assumption that the theoretical feminism 
which emerges from academia is valuable, notwithstanding its 
(apparent) exclusivity' (5). They suggest that early feminism (in 
the 1960s and 1970s) scressed an emphasis on the social and 
material, whilst later feminism has moved to focus, to a greater 
extent, upon symbolic and representational issues-quesdons of 
power/vision and knowledge. The arts, humanities and philoso
phy, rhey argue, have replaced sociology as the major arenas in 
which feminist theorizing takes place. · 

My only reservation about the book is chat rhe authors 
sometimes fail, in the overall presentation of the book, co do 
what many of che articles argue should be done. That is, they 
sometimes write as though they are presenting the view of femi
nism and not just one interpretation of feminism. The assump
tions outlined in the previous paragraph are one example of this 
kind of thing. 

Many self-proclaimed feminists in Britain, for example, 
would question that view of the history of feminism. Feminists 
who have been working for years with women who have been 
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abused, for example, would not find their history in this book. 
Even amongst academic feminists in the UK, there are many who 
would be sceptical about this way of writing. In her 'Generations 
of Feminism' Lynn Segal, for example, has written recently in 
Radical Philosophy (no 83, 1997) about the distortion of her own 
memories that come from 'totalizing' histories of feminism that 
make the claim 'In the seventies, feminists believed in ... '. 

This raises an issue that I would like to discuss in a little 
more detail. The issue is this: the book opens with a section 
labelled '.Academies', but rather than containing pieces about the 
Academy in general, the section is dominated, with a few notable 
exceptions, by pieces by literary theorists. This selection of writ
ing is absolutely in keeping with the theoretical outlook articu
lated by the editors in their introduction to the book. Yet it is 
nonetheless a choice of articles, and it is quite likely that, if the 
editors had been located in a different countty and had had dif
ferent histories, they might have made different choices. 
Nonetheless, the choice does, in my view, reflect something sig
nificant about the academy in the UK and the US. Feminism has 
had a significant effect upon some disciplines: it has altered the 
way sociological theory is conceived, and it has had a significant 
effect upon cultural studies and literary theory. Yet it has had 
almost no discernible effect at all upon the discipline that the 
editors place at the hearr of feminist theorizing-philosophy. 

Debates in mainstream epistemology, for example, proceed 
as though feminist standpoint theory had never existed. Thus US 
feminist philosophers, on the whole, feel marginalized in their 
discipline, and some of the speeches at the very large interna
tional congress of philosophy that took place in Bosron in the 
summer of 1998 confirmed them in their marginalization. Yet 
there is another kind of marginalization. UK feminist philoso
phers, of whom there are quite a number, are barely represented 
in this volume. (Kate Soper is the one exception.) 

At the moment, in some sections of the Academy, there is a 
growing interest in post-colonial studies. The Enlightenment, 
according to the outlook, actually perpetuated the interests of rhe 
few-European, mostly white, mostly male-in the name of a 
generic commitment to rationality, liberalism and equal rights 
for all. There is, however, a big difference between the Europe of 
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the 18th century and the domination of the US in the wodd mar
ket today. White North Americans' self-definition as 'Europeans' 
masks this difference. It is possible thac Europe is 'other' to rhe 
US and that this phenomenon of Europe as 'other' to the US is 
reflected in the field of feminist philosophy. Ofren, feminist 
philosophers in the US define the nature of the problems and the 
n:ode of their investigation. Feminist philosophers writing out
side the US find rhat their issues are defined by their US coun
rerparrs. 

The book Feminisms unwittingly exemplifies this phe
nomenon. Its editors are based in the UK, but they seem unaware 
that there is plenty of good UK feminist philosophical writing on 
standpoint theory, for example, that takes the debate further than 
the articles presented in this book. Many of the articles present
ed here have in fact been extensively criticized by UK feminist 
philosophers. The phenomenon I am pointing to is an example of 
a process of 'othering' that is not often picked up, and one that 
has ocurred in a discipline where it is the feminists who have 
been the most vociferous in criticizing the universalizing tone of 
much philosophical writing. 

This book privileges the marginal over the universal, but 
nevertheless carries on a kind of marginalization which relates to 
my own experience. Every book, however, has to present a choice 
of material, and this one offers, particularly to the reader new co 
the subject, a very useful menu of articles. 

Consciousness in Action 

Alisan Assiter 
University of the West of England 

Susan L. Hurley, Harvard University Press 1998 
h/b £34.50 0 674 16420 2 
Over the past ten years or so, there has been a huge flurry of pub
lications dedicated to the attempt to tease out the philosophical 
implications of recent research in the various branches of science 
which bear in one way or another on the topics which have been 
of traditional concern to philosophers of mind-empirical psy
chology, cognitive neuroscience, artificial intelligence, evolution· 
ary theory, etc. One might have thought, indeed, in the light of 
the vast quantity of this literature, that it was now simply impos-
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sible for a philosopher engaged in this part of the field to ignore 
scientific developments in such areas. But many philosophers 
have remained sceptical about the relevance of empirical work to 
their concerns and interests, due partly, no doubt, to the fact that 
much of this literature has not been very effective in its attempt 
to show how scientific advances can shed new light on venerable 
philosophical questions. 

It takes a rare talent to navigate a course which neither risks 
losing the reader in over·detailed presentation of empirical results 
or theoretical frameworks, nor skimps an the kind of padenc 
explanadon which alone can serve to ground an adequate discus
sion of their significance. It can be difficult, too, for such work 
to avoid completely the charge of conceptual confusion, as writ
ers struggle to express in traditional philosophical vocabulary the 
insights of scientific research which in many cases challenges the 
very conceptual frameworks which that vocabulary presupposes. 

Susan Hurley's Consciousness in Action steers admirably clear 
of all of these common pitfalls. It is a collection of thematically 
related essays which together constirnte a marvellously impres
sive attempt to challenge some common philosophical presuppo· 
sitions about the mind, mainly, though not exclusively, by 
detailed reflection on a wide range of empirical work in psychol
ogy. Hurley's main target is what she calls the Input-Output pic
ture of perception and action-the idea that perception and 
action can be treated respectively as input and output to the 
mind. She argues convincingly that this model confuses the per
sonal with the sub-personal level of description of a human 
being-on her view, though it is possible to speak coherently of 
'inputs' and 'outputs' to the complex causal system which sub· 
serves the interactions of a subject with her environment, we 
should not think of these inputs and outputs as inputs and out
puts to a subject, nor, correspondingly, should we identify them, 
respectively wirh perceptions and actions. 

In support of this view, Hurley describes a number of differ· 
ent phenomena. Some of these involve the normal effects of cer
tain conditions on ordinary human subjects. By contrast, others 
are the result of pathological conditions that arise, for example, 
in cases of commisurotomy, hemineglect and the like. What 
Hurley shows, using these example, is that how things seem per-
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cepmally frequently depends non-instrumentally on what a sub
ject is crying or planning to do. The instrumemal dependence of 
perception on action is familiar enough: how we move, for exam
ple, determines what is in our field of vision, and thereby affects 
the input rn our perceptual system, having consequences for per
ceprnal experience. But the dependence of perception on experi
ence can also be non-instrumental. 

I will take just a single, easily comprehensible, example from 
rhe many intriguing cases that Hurley considers. When someone 
with paralysed eye muscles tries to glance to the right, the world 
appears to jump to the right, even though the pattern of light 
falling on the retina is completely unchanged. In such a case, per
ceptual content depends not only on input from the environ
ment, but also on feedback from the motor system. Such cases 
challenge our normal presupposition that perception and action 
can be considered as largely independent of one another; rather, 
the way the world appears may be much more intimately related 
to our intentions and our anticipations of our own activity. 

Does it matter if the Input-Output picture of perception 
and action is problematic? Hurley does a good job of showing 
how we unthinkingly assume such a model in connection with a 
number of different philosophical issues. She argues that ic lies 
behind the difficulty we have in accommodating certain peculiar 
empirical phenomena without appealing to what she terms 'par
tial unity' of consciousness-i.e. without admitting cases in 
which though states a and b are co-conscious and states b and c 
are co-conscious, states a and c are not co-conscious. 

Hurley maintains also that such a model shores up what she 
calls the Duplication Assumption: the idea that we can make 
sense of the thought that internal physical states might be dupli
cated in different environments. But the Duplication 
Assumption is also presented as integral to many of the thought 
experiments which frame the current debate about internalism 
and externalism. By the end of the book, it is hard to doubt 
Hurley's claim chat we need a different way of thinking about the 
relationships between perception, action and subjectivity, nor 
that in the search for a new paradigm it will be essential to take 
account of the kinds of empirical results that Hurley describes. 

Helen Steward 
Balliol College, Oxford 
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Philosophies of Science/Feminist Theories 
Jane Duran, Westview Press 1998 
h/b £46.50 0 8133 3299 0, p/b £13.95 0 8133 3325 3 
Written with admirable lucidity and in an eminently readable 
style, Jane Duran's recent book leads the reader through different 
aspects of the critique of science as it has developed in reaction 
against the positivism of the Vienna Circle. The book is a good 
example of how it is possible to introduce students and newcom
ers to a vast and awkward philosophical terrain yet avoid the pit
falls of oversimplification. 

As its title suggests, the book is particularly relevant to any
one interested in feminist work. Duran treats the idea of science's 
androcentricity as an important development in the critique of 
science; and she devotes chapter 6 to a treatment of how various 
feminists' work relates to empiricism. There are individual sec
tions on Donna Haraway, Sandra Harding, Lynn Hankinson 
Nelson, Ruth Hubbard and Helen Longino, and one section that 
discusses papers from Kathleen Lennon and Margaret Whitford's 
Knowing the Difference collection, explicitly to provide a UK 
counterpoint to the US line-up). 

If feminist work in philosphy of science is to be properly 
understood, it is essential that it be placed in the broader context 
of the rise of naturalism and historicism. This is not without its 
risks. Duran is too ready to present 'socialized epistemology' and 
'naturalized epistemology' as obviously kindred projects. 
Quinean naturalization has very little to do with the insight that 
inquiry is a social or 'embodied' enterprise. (His naturalism 
retains the empiricist dogma that if there is empirical knowledge 
there must be some conceptual impingement-some 'surface irri
tation'-from the world.) But perhaps the more involved prob
lems of the territory's mapping cannot be expected to receive an 
airing in an introductory book. Duran's purpose is to provide an 
overview of the place of feminism in philosophy of science and 
science studies, and anyone concerned that feminist work should 
be seen to be at the centre of our developing critical understand
ing of science will value her contribution immensely. 

Miranda Fricker 
Heythrop College, University of London 
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Feminist Social Thought: A Reader 
Diana Tietjens Meyers (ed.), Routledge 1997 
h/b £55 0 415 91536 8, p/b £19.99 0 415 91537 6 
When feminist philosophers began to integrate their politics i~to 
scholarship, the areas they first worked in were the .areas of eth1~s 
and social and political theory. The reason why this happened. is 
understandable, because feminism strives to transform social 
relations whilsr much moral, social and political philosophy seeks 
to 'account for ethical interpersonal relations and to explicate 
and defend jusc social, political and legal_ inst~tution~' (l) .. The 
growth of outstanding feminist literature m this area .Is. tesu~o
ny to feminism's scholarship and to the fact that ~emm1:t ethics 
and feminist social/political theory are well-established mtelle~
tual fields. This is an excellent Reader. I strongly recommend th1s 
anthology as an essential part of your library. 

The edirnr, Diana Meyers, explains her rationale for the 
organization and selection of material. Sh.e avoids _o:ganizing the 
collection in terms of major philosophical tradruons, on the 
grounds that feminist philosophy has broken radicall.y with m.any 
of these traditions. Inscead, the collection highlights salient 
issues in contemporary feminist scholarship and the sig~ificanc 
advances feminist philosophers have made. Concentracm~ on 
feminist ethical, social and political thought Meyers has aimed 
for a depth of coverage. The cross-sectio~ of anicles ~epresent a 
wide spectrum of feminist thinking, but 1s overwh~lmmgly dom
inated by American and Canadian thinkers. P1ec~s by Luce 
Idgaray, Julie Kristeva and Genevieve Lloyd feature m ~art 3. of 
this book and Chantal Mouffe in Part 5. However, the mclusrnn 
of some more Ausualian and European material would have given 
it further balance. 

The collection is large (772 pages) and contains a total of 
thirty-nine articles plus the Introduction. The book covers ~even 
main topics. Part 1 is on constructions of gender; Pa~t 2 is. on 
theorizing diversity: gender, race, class and sexual onentatl.on; 
Part 3 is on figurations of women/woman; Part 4 feat~re~ subJ~C
tivity, agency and feminist critique; Part 5. is on soc1al l~enn~y, 
solidarity and political engagement; Part 6 is on care and its crit
ics; and Part 7 is about women, equality and justice. 
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Running through these topics are overlapping themes, and 
the Introduction usefully signals the relevant chapters that con
nect to thematic links. Thus, if a reader's interests lie in gender, 
the pertinent chapters are listed for gender roles, gender psychol
ogy, rhetoric of gender and cultural representations of gender. Or 
a reader could follow feminist work on care and justice, women's 
care-giving, equality and justice, family and women's diversity; 
the pertinent chapters are again sign-posted. The task of provid
ing a reading 'roadmap' is different to an index and is a welcome 
tool for busy researchers. 

The articles date back to Gilligan's 1977 article on 'a differ
ent voice' (in Part 6) and Chodorow's 1979 article on gender and 
psychoanalytic theories of difference (in Part 1). More recent 
pieces include Mann's 1994 work on pornography (in Part 4), 
Calhoun's 1994 writings on lesbian sexuality (in Part 2), with the 
most recent being Meyers' own 1997 chapter on the family {in 
Pan 4). 

Other authors include in Part I Young, Ferguson, 
MacKinnon, Bartky and Butler; in Part 2 Fraser and Nicholson, 
Lugones, Spelman, Abel and King; in Part 3 Crenshaw and 
Kittay; in Part 4 Patricia Williams, Scheman, Babbitt, Jaggar and 
Frye; in Part 5 Hartsock, hooks and Haraway; Part 6 features also 
Ruddick, Baier, Held, Card, Friedman and Moody-Adams, whilsr 
Part 7 comprises Wendy Williams, Littleton, Benhabib and Joan 
Scott. 

This is an extremely valuable collection, one that I know I 
will lift off the shelf many times. It is also an excellent reader for 
students. Many teaching courses can be built around any of the 
seven sections of the book. I recommend the book highly as an 
essential addidon co everyone interested in feminist social 
thought. 

'WOmen and Spirituality 

Elisabeth Porter 
University of Ulster at Coleraine 

Carol Ochs, Lanham MD, Rowman & Littlefield, 2nd ed. 1997 
h/b .£46 0 8476 8329 x, p/b £18.50 0 8476 8330 3 
'Spirituality' is the religion of postmodernity. It is a religion 
without hierarchies or institutions, without creeds or dogmas, 
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without official places of worship or shared traditions. Like other 
postmodernist enterprises it is eclectic, individualistic, and more 
remarkable for its breadth than its depth. What it lacks in coher
ence and structure it ofren makes up for in vitality and imagina
tion. Carol Ochs's book, Women and Spirituality, is an example of 
this kind of spiricuality, tailor-made for the post-religious, post
modern woman who is still enough of a traditionalist to wane to 
conform to western ideals of motherhood and the caring role of 
women in society. 

Ochs writes out of a context which is primarily influenced 
by Judaism and Christianity, but she weaves into her spiritual 
vision insights drawn from a range of thinkers and traditions 
including Baruch Spinoza and Meister Eckharr, D. W Winnicott 
and Sigmund Freud, the Desen Fathers, the Buddha, Jewish 
Midrash and the Bible, all in the space of 158 pages. She para
phrases John Dunne's definition of religion as 'insight inrn the 
common experiences of humankind' (149), and her book arose 
out of her 'appalled' discovery that none of the texts of the west
ern spiritual tradition was written 'from the viewpoint of a 
woman who was both a mother and happily married' (1). 

Basing her vision primarily on the experience of mother
hood, Ochs explores the contours of a women's spirituality which 
seeks to go beyond the post-Enlighrenmenc values of western cul
ture with their emphasis on sciemific knowledge and Kantian 
categories of the understanding, to a more relational and experi
ential way of knowing which is firmly rooted in the realities of 
this world. She suggests that 'Rather than understanding love in 
terms of space, time, quantity, antecedent, and consequence, we 
are to understand those conepts in terms of love' (51). Her book 
offers an exploration of the spiritual potential of experiences of 
conflict and suffering, birth and death, love and solitude, and she 
addresses themes of mothering, ageing, caring and loss with 
warmth and sympathy so that I suspect many women will find 
this an inspiring and indeed comforting book to read. 

I was paHicularly fascinated by her brief explanation of the 
significance of Moses being told to remove his sandals when 
standing on holy ground. Ochs explains that in traditional 
Judaism, adherents are prohibited from wearing leather shoes on 
three occasions: during the week of mourning following the 
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death of a next-of-kin, during communal mourning for the 
d~struction of the temple, and on the day of atonement, Yorn 
Kippur, because it is when we stand and feel the holy ground 
beneath our feet that we resist the desire to flee from death and 
suffering. 

This g~impse into the Jewish significance of holy ground 
made me w1sh that Ochs had been less diffuse in her study, and· 
had offered more of these illuminating insights into the beliefs 
and va.lues ~f ~ne particular religious tradition. The scope of a 
book like this is both its strength and its weakness. While I sus
pect every reader will find something of value in a work which 
encompasses so many perspectives, the attempt to be all-inclusive 
~an, also create a sense of. exclusion. By constantly referring to 
we, Ochs makes assumptrnns about her reader which occasion
ally irritate. 

. There is an unresolved and largely unacknowledged tension 
111 t~e book between individualism and relationaHty, between 
learmng from shared beliefs and traditions and creating one's 
own pers~nal. spirituality out of experience. Ochs does put a great 
deal of faith m women's abilities to use their own experiences as 
a sound basis for learning and personal development, but I sus
pect the reality is more complex than she suggests. Surely we 
learn ~ecause we find ourselves on the muddled and unsatisfying 
frontl1ne where experience encounters meanings and beliefs 
already given. Experience alone is a good deal less accessible and 
intrinsically meaningful than Ochs seems to suggest. 

I also wonder about Ochs's idealization of motherhood. As a 
mother, I thought she did not give sufficient acknowledgement 
of the fact that so much of what we learn through motherhood is 

.learned from harsh experiences of frustration, failure and guilt, 
rat~er than through our capacity to be endlessly nurturing and 
carmg towards our children (or perhaps I'm just not as good a 
mother as Ochs). I also wonder if women who are not mothers 
will find their own spiricual experiences addressed in this book, 
given its emphasis on motherhood. (As an aside, I found it an 
an:using .irony that a book which seeks to fill a spiritual gap by 
bemg written from the perspective of a happily married mother, 
has a picture of Joan of Arc in a suit of armour on the from!) 
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Many women today feel a need rn find a form of spiritual 
expression which is free of the authoritarianism and patriarchal 
structures of the mainstream religions, and books such as this 
play a valuable role in addressing that need and creating spaces in 
which women might explore and discover their own spirituality. 
Yet there is also much thar is sacrificed when one turns aside 
from the richness and insight of traditions which have developed 
over hundreds and sometimes thousands of years of human expe
rience. Thus, I also wonder if this kind of self-help spirituality 
really does provide the resources to explore and express the range 
of joy and suffering which make up the language and vision of 
the world's established religious traditions. 

All in all, then, for women seeking to find greater meaning 
in their rites of passage through life, Ochs offers an engaging and 
at times inspiring vision of the possibilities for creating a 
women's spirituality which caters for the needs of today. 
Ultimately though, I think this is a book which benefits from 
being read alongside, rather than instead of, the traditions from 
which it derives its insights, and which are not quite as mono
lithic nor as androcentric as Ochs suggests. 

Tina Beattie 
University of Bristol 
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